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Trade in services statistics: 
concepts, methods and difficulties 
The international market in services is fundamentally 
different from the market in goods. It is much more difficult 
to observe and it takes almost as many forms as there 
are services traded. 
The conceptual and economic framework for analysing 
the international market in services has hitherto been 
rather limited. Statistics based on surveys of enterprises 
are rare, and comparisons between countries and types 
of services not easy to make. 
agreed method of valuing certain services such as those 
relating to insurance operations or international mer-
chanting. 
- Certain transactions are not regarded as services by all 
Member States. For example, construction operations 
carried out abroad and lasting more than a year are 
treated as direct investment by some countries, whereas 
others record as services merely the profits generated by 
construction sites. 
Balance of payments: the only global 
source 
Balance of payments statistics constitute a global source 
of information: all transactions between residents and 
non-residents must be recorded in the balance of pay-
ments, so international trade in services is included by 
definition. The nature of the transaction is generally 
recorded on the basis of a declaration by one of the 
parties (operator or bank). 
This source provides statistics that are theoretically com-
patible between countries and types of services, as all 
foreign transactions are recorded. 
However, compatibility is only partial for the following 
reasons: 
- There is not as yet a detailed international classification 
of trade in services. 
- Some Member States compile statistics for branches 
rather than products: instead of trade in banking services, 
external results for the "banking" branch are recorded. 
This means that valuations of earnings are more or less 
correct, but that valuations of expenditure are not. 
- The methods used to value flows are not identical in all 
Member States. Some countries record net flows, whilst 
others record gross flows. Furthermore, there is no 
In order to meet the requirements of trade negotiations 
on services, Eurostat has decided to produce a current 
account balance for the Community showing as much 
detail as possible for trade in services. The annotated 
statistics contained in this document are thus the fruit of 
harmonization (alignment) of the balance of payments of 
the twelve 
Member States of the European Community, and of the 
balance of payments of the Community institutions. 
Some of the Member States' statistics have been cor-
rected, and estimates have been made for some missing 
data. A detailed methodology is given in the Annex. 
The results obtained showthe EUR 12 balance on current 
account with extra-EUR 12, intra-EUR 12 and the rest of 
the world (total intra + extra). Services are divided up into 
four main groups: 
- transport, broken down into five sub-groups, 
- tourism (or "travel"), 
- "other services", broken down into ten subheadings, 
- "other goods and services not allocated". 
The classification of trade in services thus obtained rep-
resents an attempt to provide a fine breakdown of the 
market in services, but is limited by the level of detail of 
national data. 
NOMENCLATURE 
Presentation, within the current account, of services nomenclature used in this study. An estimate of the significance 
of each flow in the community trade is given showing each heading share in the nearest more aggregated heading 
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notice 
The sum of data from Member States 
The estimates of the EUR 12 current account balance are 
the sum of the estimates of the current account balances 
of the eleven Member States (Belgium and Luxembourg 
produce a joint balance of payments), plus the current 
balance for the Community institutions. 
The EUR 12 credits and debits with the rest of the world 
thus represent the sum of the trade of each Member State 
with the rest of the world. In order to analyse Community 
trade as a whole with the rest of the world, ¡ntra-Com-
munity flows must be deducted and extra-Community 
flows alone considered. 
The intra-Community balance should in theory be nil and 
the extra-Community balance equal to the total balance. 
However, the poor quality of data means that the intra-EC 
total is not nil, which is why, when the balance of trade 
between the Community and the rest of the world (extra-
EUR 12) is being analysed, the world balance should be 
taken into account. 
Satisfactory reliability at aggregate level 
The intra-Community balance is called the intra-Com-
munity asymmetry and is a measure of the reliability of 
data. This asymmetry must be analysed in relative terms 
(in relation to the half-sum of the debits and credits taken 
into account). On average, the intra-Community asym-
metry for services as a whole was 6% between 1979 and 
1988. 
Three factors affect this asymmetry: 
* the relevance of the geographical breakdown; 
* the correct classification of transactions within the bal-
ance of payments; 
* the recording of all trade flows. 
Generally speaking, these factors combine so well that it 
is difficult to know which one is at fault for a given heading. 
One thing that is certain is that the asymmetry is particu-
larly marked in the case of highly detailed headings for 
which low levels of trade are recorded, but diminishes as 
the level of aggregation increases. 
Figures for the intra-EC balance in our study show how 
unreliable our results are for the detailed "transport" and 
"other services" headings. However, reliability is accept-
able at higher levels of aggregation. 
Given the magnitude of these asymmetries, data should 
be interpreted with caution, and trends should be ana-
lysed rather than absolute figures. 
Flows probably underestimated 
Whilst balances can be valued accurately, the volume of 
flows cannot. Instead of compounding asymmetries in 
the intra-Community balance, valuation will result in 
either an overestimating or an underestimating. This 
problem affects most of the items under the "other ser-
vices" heading and is linked with the type of basic data 
used by and available to Member States to draw up 
balances. 
Two problems may therefore arise: 
*data are available only for the net result of the transac-
tion, e.g. operations governed by an international com-
pensation mechanism. This results in an underestimating 
of flows; 
* the amount relating to the service may not be equal to 
the amount of the concomitant monetary transaction, e.g. 
insurance or international merchanting. Recording gross 
values results in an overestimation of flows. The solution 
recommended by the IMF, and which we have used in 
our study, is to record the net result of operations. 
When analysing flows, it is therefore important to bear 
these points in mind. On the whole, flows are very likely 
to be underestimated. This applies particularly to the 
certain services or countries. 
















































THE POSITION OF THE COMMUNITY ON THE 
INTERNATIONAL MARKET IN SERVICES 
Chapter 1 
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The position of the Community on the world market 
FOREWORD 
Characteristics of the international 
market in services 
Before analysing the European Community's trade in 
services, we must understand how the international mar-
ket in services works, what the components of trade are, 
what motivations exist, and which operators are involved. 
The balance of payments records three main types of 
services that effectively cover the range of services defi-
ned in the international product classification (CPC): 
"transport", "travel" (which we will call tourist services, or 
tourism for short) and "other services". The balance of 
payments also includes investment income, labour in-
come and government transactions under the heading 
"services" or "invisibles". These headings have not been 
considered as services in this study. 
In order to gain a more comprehensive picture of the 
international market in services, an attempt can be made 
to characterize trade in services according to principal 
motive. This produces the following groups, which are of 
explanatory value only: services relating to the trading of 
goods, services relating to the movement of persons, 
operational, information and communication services, 
services based on specific know-how and miscellaneous 
services. 
Goods-related services exist only if merchandise is mo-
ved across a national border. The value of these services 
is proportional to that of the merchandise (freight trans-
port, port services, merchandise, insurance merchanting, 
related technical assistance, maintenance, etc.). All en-
terprises trading on the international market use these 
sen/ices and provide certain others themselves (techni-
cal assistance, assembly, maintenance, etc.). Other ser-
vices, by contrast (transport, insurance), are provided by 
a smaller number of enterprises specialized in internatio-
nal trade. 
The value of services relating to the transport of persons 
outside their national territory is proportional to the num-
ber of travellers. These services obviously include the 
transport of passengers, port services and tourist ser-
vices (travel agencies, hotels and catering, leisure indus-
try, etc.). These are provided by specific operators. 
However, this heading also 'includes the purchase of 
goods (food, gifts) and miscellaneous services (educa-
tion, health, hairdressing, etc.). The chief characteristic 
of services provided for travellers is that they are consu-
med outside the national territory. 
Operational, information and communication services 
comprise post and telecommunications, advertising, bro-
kerage of banking commissions, databases, subscrip-
tions to periodicals, and film/broadcasting rights. These 
services may be purchased by all economic operators. 
The exact extent of them depends on the degree of 
openness of individual economies. 
Services corresponding to the sale of know-how 
comprise all services that cannot be provided by resi-
dents, or which have qualities that services produced 
nationally do not. They include professional services, 
engineering, computing services, technical assistance, 
construction services, revenue from patents and other 
industrial property, artistic services, translation, etc. 
These services are generally provided by a small number 
of enterprises specializing in international trade and with 
an established international reputation. They often in-
volve the movement of employees abroad. 
Miscellaneous services are all other services. They are 
fairly standard, exist on the national market, and are 
purchased from non-
resident enterprises owing to their competitive cost (clea-
ning services, for example). As their cost increases with 
distance, their competitive advantage diminishes as one 
moves further away from the supplying country. They are 
thus not traded beyond a certain distance. 
To complete the picture, a few words should be added 
about the establishment of subsidiaries abroad. Enter-
prises with a high volume of trade on the international 
market in services tend to set up subsidiaries on the 
territory of their principal clients. The supplier of services 
thus becomes a resident and his transactions with resi-
dents are no longer included in the balance of payments. 
However, the subsidiary maintains links with its parent 
company. One of two things then happens: 
- either the subsidiary produces its services locally and 
returns part of its profits to the parent company, in which 
case these appear under the "investment income" hea-
ding of the balance of payments; 
- or the subsidiary acts as an intermediary, purchasing 
services from the parent company. 
In the first case, the establishment of a subsidiary will lead 
to the disappearance of international trade in services. In 
the second, transactions will still be observed, but it will 
be much more difficult to identify the exact nature of these 
as they will often be included under a general heading 
called "services between related companies" (theoreti-
cally this heading is intended to register flows internal to 
groups such as accounting and management services). 
15 
Chapter 1 
GATT statistics on world trade in services 
With the introduction of services negotiations in the Uruguay Round, GATT now produces statistics on trade 
in services in the balance of payments context. IMF data is the main source, which comes directly from IMF 
Member States. G A TT calculates a world aggregate and some geographical balances. The world aggregate 
is the summation of all IMF declaring countries plus Hong Kong and Taïwan. 
Statistics and studies on world trade in services are published in the GATT annual reports (from 88-89 on, 
see bibliography). In this study the Community trade is shown in a world context. In this view we used GATT 
statistics, but we made some calculations to insure coherence with our concepts. 
The main difference concerns the world aggregate. The intra-EC trade is disregarded in order to consider 
the Community as a unique economic entity. World trade quoted in this study is thus less than to data 
published by the GATT. 
The second difference concerns the services field. GATT "commercial services" includes transport, travel, 
"other services" and labour income. In our study we exclude labour income from the services field, we thus 
disregarded them. 
The last difference concerns the geographical zones. GATT uses only geographical criteria. We disaggre-
gated the zones to see economic zones, the United States and Japan. So the areas shown are: these two 
countries, the other European members of OECD, the other OECD countries (Canada, Australia, New 
Zealand), Asia (without Japan), and the others (Africa, Middle East, Eastern Europe). 
16 
The position of the Community on the world market 
EUR 12 and the international market in 
services : The number one export and 
import zone 
The European Community was the world's leading expor-
ter and importer of services between 1979 and 1988. In 
1988, exports of services reached ECU 118 000 million, 
and imports ECU 108 000 million. The equivalent figures 
for the United States were ECU 76 000 million and 
ECU 66 000 million respectively, and for Japan 
ECU 29 000 million and ECU 58 000 million. 
According to GATT data, world exports of services total-
led ECU 490 000 million in 1988 and imports 
ECU 512 000 million. The difference between these two 
figures is explained by the world asymmetry that exists 
in balance of payments statistics. In this case it repre-
sented 5% of flows, which may be considered accept-
able. If intra-Community trade (ECU 100 000 million) is 
deducted, the value of world trade in services for 1988 
was around ECU 400 000 million. 
On average, the European Community's trade in services 
accounted for just under one third of the world total 
between 1986 and 1988, with the United States accoun-
ting for one fifth. Japan made a larger impact on the 
import market (13%) than the export market (7%). The 
other OECD countries were also very much in evidence, 
accounting for around 18% of trade on the market (14% 
of which was for non-EC European countries). This 
brought the industrialized countries' share of world trade 
in services to over 75% for exports and 73% for imports, 
or three quarters of the total. Of the developing cou ntries, 
the Asiatic zone was largely dominant, accounting for 
12% of the world market. Korea, Singapore, Hong Kong 
and Taiwan were the main exporters in this zone, follo-
wed by China and Thailand. Mexico and Yugoslavia were 
also very much in evidence on the export market. Impor-
ters also included Saudi Arabia and South Africa. 







More open market 
The services market is more open in the European 
Community than in either of its two partners: in terms of 
GDP, trade in services (half­sum of exports and imports) 
accounted for just under 3% in the Community and 2% 
in the United States and Japan. The equivalent figure for 
goods was 9% for the Community, 8% for the United 
States and 7.5% for Japan. 
These figures show that there is a lower volume of trade 
in services than in goods. Services actually account for 
more than 60% of the GDP of these zones. If this per­
centage is used to produce a rough calculation of the 
degree of openness by economic sector, figures of be­
tween 3 and 5% are obtained for services and around 
20% for goods. These figures should not be taken as 
absolute indicators (especially since trade in sen/ices is 
likely to be underestimated), but they do illustrate the 
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The position of the Community on the world market 
Structural surplus In the Community ba­
lance 
Analysis of the structure of trade in goods and services 
shows that the Community exports more services than 
its partners: in 1988, sales of services accounted for 33% 
of Community exports of goods. The equivalent figures 
for the United States and Japan were 28% and 13% 
respectively. 
The European Community's greater degree of openness 
on the international market in services goes with positive 
net results. 
ratio is more unstable but roughly of the same order as 
that of the Community, whereas Japan's shows a major 
trade imbalance at between 50 and 60%. 
Unlike goods, a large percentage of the services traded 
are not standardized. Specificity, quality and prestige of 
products often influence decisions to buy services 
abroad. That is why tourist resources or know­how count 
for a lot. 
A number of other factors relating to the cultural, econo­
mic and industrial development of the Community help to 
explain its good showing on the export market: 
­ the quality, quantity and appeal of its tourist resources; 
Between 1979 and 1988, the Community's balance of 
trade in services consistently showed a surplus of at least 
ECU 10 000 million. In the United States, the balance of 
trade in services was subject to numerous discontinuities 
due to break in series (see methodology). The overall 
trend was towards a surplus, but this was never more 
than ECU 10 000 million. Japan's balance of trade gene­
rally showed a deficit. It was never less than ECU ­ 9 000 
million. 
­ the existence of specific know­how, particularly in the 
banking, insurance, engineering, oil­prospecting, public 
works, aviation and nuclear engineering sectors; 
­ the scale of its transport facilities; 
­ special economic and political links with Africa and the 
Middle East. 
The coverage ratio for Community trade in services is on 
average between 110% and 120%. This shows that 
Community trade with the rest of the world is fairly well 
balanced. However, it does indicate the healthy nature of 
the Community surplus. The United States' coverage 
The Community also enjoys a highly favourable geogra­
phical situation in the heart of a dense and dynamic 
economic zone. 
T h e s e r v i c e s b a l a n c e a s a n e l e m e n t of t h e c u r r e n t a c c o u n t 
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Community trade by type of services is diversified, with 
all three types (transport, tourism and other services) well 
represented. Each type of service accounts for a more or 
less equal share of exports and imports. This composition 
did not change much between 1979 and 1988. 
On average, between 1986 and 1988, "other services" 
accounted for the largest share (around 40%), followed 
by transport (35%) and tourism (25%). 
The composition of the United States' exports in services 
was similar to that of the Community. By contrast, tourist 
expenditure played a major role in imports (40%), with a 
low level of imports for "other services" (23%). 
In Japan, the structure of trade showed a marked imba-
lance. Tourism exports were low in volume (8%), with 
"other services" and transport accounting for a more or 
less equal share. 50% of imports consisted of "other 
services", the other half being divided equally between 
tourism and transport. 
According to GATT statistics, these three types of ser-
vices are divided almost equally in world trade, with "other 
services" enjoying a slight lead over transport and then 
tourism. 
20 
The position of the Community on the world market 
Different types of services (ECU 1 000 MIO) 
Transport EH Travel Other services 





TEN YEARS OF TRADE 
Chapter 2 
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Ten years of trade 
The impact of fluctuations in exchange 
rates and prices 
It is difficult to analyse trends in flows for trade in services: 
from a purely methodological point of view, the changes 
that have occurred in the balance of payments systems 
over the past decade have caused numerous disconti-
nuities. These are attenuated in estimates for the EUR 
12 aggregate, thereby allowing a summary analysis of 
flow trends to be carried out. By contrast, it is difficult to 
draw comparisons with data from the USA and Japan, 
and comparisons with GATT data are fraught with ha-
zard. 
However, difficulties are chiefly analytical in nature, as 
the only available statistics are value-based. They are 
very much influenced by fluctuations in exchange rates 
and international prices. The 1979-1988 period was char-
acterized by massive shifts in these variables. 
Fluctuations in exchange rates have an immediate im-
pact on the value of international trade. When transac-
tions are conducted in dollars, for example, any increase 
in the value of the dollar in relation to the ecu will result 
in an increase of the absolute value of ecu transactions, 
i.e. an improvement in positive results and a deterioration 
in negative results. A good deal of trade in services is 
conducted in dollars. Over the longer term, changes in 
the volume of trade will occur as a result of changes in 
competitiveness. As no statistics are available on the 
volume of trade in services, it is difficult to show what role 
competitiveness has played. On the other hand, the rise 
in the value of the dollar up until 1985 and its subsequent 
fall are clearly reflected in our statistics, there being a 
concomitant rise and fall in the Community surplus. 
These major fluctuations in exchange rates complicate 
international comparisons as they are not the same for 
all zones. 
Fall in communications and transport 
costs 
On the prices side, trends differ greatly depending on the 
services. The main phenomenon is a massive reduction 
in the relative cost of communications, information pro-
cessing and transport. The drop in the cost of transport 
is directly linked with the fall in the price of oil, but also to 
modernization within the sector. Increased competition, 
particularly in the air transport sector, also plays its part. 
The drop in communications and information processing 
costs is the result of major technological advances, par-
ticularly the use of electronics. For example, the price of 
leasing a transatlantic voice line has fallen from $14 000 
per month in 1983 to $5 000 a month today; according to 
an OECD study, the cost of information processing fell 
by 65% between 1975 and 1985 (OECD 1988). 
These services are fundamental to international trade as 
they serve as input, and any drop in their cost thus brings 
about changes in all relative prices. This makes compa-
risons of sectoral trends very tricky. 
Furthermore, in the communications and information pro-
cessing sectors, the large increases in prices and quality 
make it impossible to identify trends in the volumes on 
which values are based. 
Slow erosion of the Community's mar-
ket shares 
Between 1979 and 1988, exports of services by the 
European Community grew by 7% and imports by 8% per 
year. These figures do not indicate that these grew more 
rapidly than other macroeconomic aggregates. In actual 
fact, exports of goods grew at almost the same rate as 
exports of services, with much slower growth for imports 
(6.5%), whilst Community GDP grew at 8% per year at 
7 9 8 0 8 1 8 2 8 0 6 4 8 5 8 6 87 
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current market prices and exchange rates. GDP increa-
sed in volume by 2% per year and Community exports of 
goods and sen/ices at the rate of 3.6% per year. 
In comparison with its two partners, the Community lost 
a little ground as growth in its services trade was less 
dynamic. Over the same period, the United States' ex-
ports of services grew steadily at the rate of 9.7% per 
year and imports by 10.8% per year, the equivalent 
figures for Japan being 11 and 12.3% per year respecti-
vely. 
Changes in flows of t de reflect world 
economic f luctuatio » 
As with goods, overall shifts in value are the result of very 
marked fluctuations over certain periods, and these in 
turn reflect the economic development of the three zones. 
Between 1979 and 1982 there was a very rapid growth 
in international trade. Growth was in phase in all three 
zones, but the amplitude of change was different (with 
trade growing fastest in Japan, followed by the United 
States and the Community). Exports and imports increa-
sed at almost the same pace, as did services. 
Between 1982 and 1985, the pattern of international 
trade in services changed. Whereas exports and imports 
of services slowed down appreciably in the Community 
and in Japan, the United States saw a slowing down in 
exports but not in imports. The upturn in the American 
economy in 198<* resulted in a very rapid growth of 
demand, and thus of imports. In Japan and, more parti-
cularly, the Community, economic growth was much 
slower. The Community reaped the benefits of increased 
demand in the United States, particularly in the tourism 
sector, where exports grew at the rate of 17% per year. 
Between 1986 and 1988, movements became highly 
divergent. Ultimately, the balance of trade was restored. 
In the Community and Japan, this resulted in a more rapid 
growth of imports than exports, particularly in the tourism 
sector. In the United States, the reverse was true. 
Clear increase in balance of trade until 
1985, foliowed by a deterioration 
These fluctuations are reflected in the Community's ba-
lance of trade in services. After a period of stability at 
around ECU 14 000 million in 1979, 1980 and 1981, the 
balance of trade grew steadily between 1982 and 1985, 
peaking at ECU 29 000 million. Since 1986, the balance 






















































































































































Ten years of trade 
of trade has deteriorated rapidly, levelling off at ECU 
10 000 million in 1988, which is the worst result of the 
decade. 
The overall position of the Community on the international 
market in services in 1988 was thus less *?vourable than 
at the beginning of this period. In 1979, the balance 
represented 0.7% of Community GDP, but had fallen to 
0.25% by 1988. 
Owing to major discontinuities in data for the United 
States, trends in the balance of trade in services for this 
country are difficult to analyse prior to 1986. However, 
the overall pattern was the reverse of that for the Euro-
pean Community. It deteriorated appreciably until 1985 
and improved rapidly after 1986, reaching the same level 
as the Community balance in 1988. It also represented a 
similar share of GDP. 
Japan's deficit has steadily deteriorated, going from ECU 
- 9 000 million in 1979 to ECU - 29 000 million, or -1.2% 
of GDP. 
Highly divergent sectoral trends 
However, each of the three types of services has under-
gone specific trends. 
The different rates of economic growth and the fluctua-
tions in exchange rates mentioned above have mainly 
affected the tourist trade. Much of the upward and sub-
sequently downward movement in the Community ba-
lance (and the reverse in the case of the United States) 
can be explained by fluctuations in the balance of tou-
rism. Changes in households' purchasing power abroad 
modify the propensity to go abroad and thus affect the 
current account balance. 
EUR12 - Growth in trade and GDP 
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This phenomenon can also be observed in the transport 
sector, although to a lesser extent, as it affects the 
transport of passengers only. These factors are not ob-
served to have any significant influence on other ser-
vices. 
The balance of trade in services, 
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In addition to macroeconomic factors, profound changes 
in the world market in services having negative implica-
tions for sectoral balances can be observed (details of 
these are given in the following section). 
- In the tourism sector, the Community appears to be 
facing increasingly stiff competition following the deve-
lopment of tourist infrastructures in other zones and the 
emergence of competitive fares in the air transport sector. 
- In the shipping sector, the increased use of flags of 
convenience has displaced the Community fleet towards 
other zones (the Community fleet represented a mere 
15% of the world registered tonnage in 1988, compared 
with 30% in 1980). 
- In the air transport sector, the deregulation that started 
at the turn of the decade has enhanced competition and 
opened up routes to most companies. 
- In the "other services" sector, two phenomena play 
particularly important roles. Firstly, the way in which 
services are traded is changing very rapidly, and it is far 
from certain that statistics will be able to record all move-
ments. These changes affect methods of trade (increa-
sed role of telecommunications), methods of payment 
(use of foreign accounts) and legal status (establishment 
of subsidiaries, increase in brokerage). Finally, the Afri-
can and Middle East markets have been much less 
buoyant since 1986. The fall in the prices of energy and 
raw materials and the burden of debt have resulted in 
losses in the purchasing power of these zones. 
28 
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DETAILED ANALYSIS BY TYPES OF SERVICES 
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There are three main types of transport services: the 
transport of goods (freight), the transport of passengers, 
and ancillary services (which in theory comprise port 
services and the chartering of transport with crew). The 
first two types are subdivided into sea and air transport, 
other means of transport being grouped with ancillary 
services under a heading entitled "other transport". It 
should be noted that only international transport is re-
corded. The transport of non-residents within the econ-
omic territory concerned comes under the tourism 
heading, as do cruises. 
According to GATT data, world exports of transport have 
risen to ECU 123 000 million and world imports to ECU 
149 000 million. The world asymmetry is considerable 
(22%), almost all of it coming from the transport of freight. 
For balance of payments purposes, imports of freight 
transport are estimated chiefly on the basis of goods 
imports (CIF-FOB). Exports, by contrast, depend on the 
activity of national carriers and thus on the size of the fleet 
sailing under the national flag. Over the past ten years, 
the move towards flags of convenience has increased, 
as has the size of the fleets of developing countries. This 
has resulted in a less detailed knowledge of revenue from 
the transport of freight. 
Given these facts, it seems more reliable to consider 
world imports representative of the world market in trans-
port. 
In 1988, Community exports of transport rose to 
ECU 38 500 million and imports to ECU 37 700 million. 
In the United States, exports and imports of transport 
reached ECU 23 000 million, whilst the equivalent figures 
for Japan were ECU 12 000 million and ECU 15 000 mil-
lion respectively. 
The Community thus accounts for a quarter of the world 
market, the United States 15% and Japan just under 
10%. The Asiatic zone has a share of around 17%. 











Chapiter 3 · Detailed analysis by types of services 
Transport of freight is greatest 
According to GATT statistics, in 1986-88, the transport of 
freight accounts for 50% of world imports of transport, the 
transport of passengers 16% and "other transport" 33%. 
From a zonal point of view, there are major dissymmetries 
between imports and exports. These are the result of the 
patterns of trade in goods and tourism that characterize 
individual zones. 
account for smaller shares (5% and 1.5% respectively). 
High flows are recorded for the "other transport" heading 
(38% of exports and 35% of imports). 
In the United States, by contrast, the transport of freight 
shows a marked dissymmetry, with imports easily out-
stripping exports (33% to 14% of total transport flows). 
The high volume of merchandise imports induces major 
imports of freight transport. Conversely, there is agreater 
volume of exports than imports for port services (50% as 
against 28%). 
Community trade is fairly well balanced. In 1988, the 
transport of freight by sea accounted for the largest share, 
with 33% of exports and 38% of imports. The transport 
of passengers by air accounted for 20% of flows, air 
freight and particularly the transport of passengers by sea 
In Japan, receipts from air transport are very low (8%), 
but expenses high (27%). This has to do with the deficit 
in the balance of tourism. Freight transport also shows a 
dissymmetry (60% of exports and 40% of imports). The 
share of "other transport" in both flows is virtually identical 
(33%). 
The different types of transport (ECU 1000 MIO) 
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transport 
The Community balance of transport 
services tends towards equilibrium 
In spite of a few fluctuations, the Community balance of 
transport was well in the black between 1979 and 1985. 
Since then, it has appeared to be contracting, standing 
at ECU 700 million in 1988. This trend is the result of two 
sectoral movements. The sea freight transport deficit 
began to worsen in 1983. Initially, between 1983 and 
1985, this was offset by an improvement in the passenger 
transport surplus, which was quite clearly linked with the 
improvement in the balance of tourism. In 1986, however, 
the passenger transport balance began to fall again, thus 
bringing the overall balance down. 
On the whole, the Community transport account seems 
to be in a bad way. It is faced on the one hand with a 
downward trend in the balance of sea freight transport 
(which is linked with a reduction of almost 45% in the 
Community tonnage). On the other hand, the movement 
of travellers has led to an additional deterioration since 
1986. The only component of the transport account that 
seems to be safely in the black is the transport of freight 
by air. 
In the United States, the balance of transport is subject 
to major fluctuations. After showing a slight deficit at the 
beginning of the period (around ECU ­1 000 million), it 
worsened considerably between 1983 and 1985, falling 
to ECU ­ 4 000 million. It has since improved rapidly, and 
reached equilibrium in 1988. There is a clear correlation 
with the Community balance, particularly in the case of 
the balance of passenger transport, which followed a 
course that was opposite to that of the European balance. 
Furthermore, the major deficit in the transport of freight 
is largely offset by the surplus in ancillary services. 
Japan's balance of transport hovered around zero be­
tween 1979 and 1986 (the considerable surplus in the 
transport of freight being cancelled out by the passenger 
transport deficit); it has since moved into the red as a 
combined result of a deterioration in sea freight transport 
and the transport of passengers (deterioration in the 
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Analysis by type of transport 
Transport of freight: 
In 1988, world transport of freight (debits) is worth around 
ECU 80 000 million, or around 4% of the trade in goods. 
Most of this transport is by sea (at least 90%). 
Registered world tonnage is in the region of 403.5 million 
gross registered tonnes (GRT). It has been decreasing 
at a constant rate since 1982, having peaked at 424 
million GRT in that year. This trend is the result of a 
reduction in the weight of the manufactured goods being 
transported (for example, the average weight of a fax 
machine has fallen from 110 kilos in 1980 to 3 kilos 
today). Manufactured goods account for 70% of the world 
trade in merchandise (in value). 
EC registered tonnage has seen a much more drastic 
decrease than world tonnage. In 1981, the Community 
fleet totalled around 120 million GRT, or almost 30% of 
world tonnage, but by 1987 had fallen to 67 million GRT 
( 16% of world tonnage). These market shares have been 
lost to flags of convenience and to certain developing 
countries. The United States, with 5% of world registered 
tonnage, and Japan (with 9%), have retained more or less 
the same shares of the market. 
In 1988, the Community spent ECU 16 000 million on the 
transport of freight (or 4.5% of the value of imported 
500 
World gross register tonnage 
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goods) and made ECU 15 000 million, thus taking a 
share of just under 20% of the world market. Much more 
freight was exported by air (18% of total freight) than was 
imported (8%). 











Overall, the freight transport balance remained in the 
black and close to equilibrium between 1979 and 1982. 
In 1983 and 1984 it deteriorated drastically, but stabilized 
after 1985. This balance is the result of considerable 
differences between types of transport. The Community 
has a deficit in sea freight transport and a surplus in air 
freight transport. 
The deficit in the transport of freight by sea, which had 
been around ECU - 700 million, worsened initially by 
ECU 1 000 million in 1983 and then by the same amount 
in 1984, when it stood at ECU - 2 700 million . It picked 
up slightly in 1987 and 1988. The 1984-1985-1986 fall 
reflected the massive reduction in the size of the Com-
munity fleet, but also the impact of the dollar's rise, a good 
deal of transactions being carried out in this currency. 
The transport of freight by air, by contrast, showed a 
surplus, with the balance increasing from ECU 600 million 
in 1979 to ECU 1 100 million in 1988. 
It will thus be seen that, on the freight transport market, 
the Community enjoys a favourable position in the air 
sector but not in the sea sector. In 1988, the cover ratio 
was around 88% for sea freight and 200% for air freight. 
Between 1979 and 1988, the transport of freight by air 
increased by approximately 8% per year, and sea trans-
port by 4%. 
In the United States, the situation regarding the transport 
of freight by both air and sea is highly unfavourable. The 
global deficit reached ECU - 5 700 million in 1988 (ECU -
4 600 million by sea, ECU -1 100 million by air). The 
transport of freight by air has developed very rapidly 
(+20% per year for imports, +10% per year for exports) 
and represented around 20% of flows in 1988. 
In the case of Japan, it is not possible to distinguish 
between the two types of freight. The overall situation 
Breakdown of freigth balance (ECU 1000 MIO) 
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was highly favourable until 1985, with the balance sho-
wing a considerable surplus. The reasons for this were 
the low volume of merchandise imports (and thus of 
freight imports) and the strength of the Japanese fleet. In 
1986, however, the Japanese balance began to fall, and 
was around zero in 1987 and 1988. Japanese imports of 
goods then accelerated considerably; furthermore, the 
export of freight transport fell by one-third in 1986, and 
there was a marked increase in expenses for chartering 
ships. 
credit - Mio ecus 
growth / 
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' Ratio of growth rates on the preceding periods (88/85 for USA. Japan & World). A figure greater than 1 indicates a growth higher 
than that of total transport.and less than 1 lower than that of total transport 
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Transport of passengers 
According to GATT figures, the world transport of pas-
sengers is worth around ECU 26 000 million in 1988. The 
Community, with its ECU 8 000 million share, accounts 
for a third of these flows, the United States around 30% 
and Japan 16% on the import side and a mere 4% on the 
export side. The bulk of this transport is by air. 
Although statistics are available on the number of inter-
national air passengers, these include people travelling 
within the Community borders. The number of air pas-
sengers worldwide for 1987 is estimated at around 
1 000 million, with 335 million people passing through EC 
airports. 
The major EC airlines carried approximately 108 million 
people in 1987. Between 1980 and 1987, this number 
increased by 5.7% per year. A study carried out by the 
German civil aviation authority showed that the correla-
tion between the growth in volume of GDP and the 
increase in the number of passengers was in the region 
of 1.5% (national production elasticity of demand for 
transport). 
Growth in passengers transported by EC main companies 
and EC GDP growth rate (%) 
81 82 84 85 86 87 
ffl number of passengers iM GDP - volume 
' regular flights, main EC companies 
source: Association of European Airlines 









There is a clear correlation between the balance of 
passenger transport and the balance of tourism. In the 
case of the Community, this increased from 
ECU 2 200 million in 1979 to ECU 4 000 million in 1985, 
and thereafter fell rapidly, standing at ECU 1 000 million 
in 1988. In the United States, the trend was symmetrical: 
the balance showed a slight deficit in 1979 (ECU­700 mil­
lion) and deteriorated to ECU ­3 000 million by 1985, after 
which it began to move back up. By 1988 it showed a 
slight surplus (ECU 800 million). In Japan, the passenger 
transport balance has steadily deteriorated, falling from 
ECU ­700 million in 1979 to ECU ­3 100 million in 1988. 
The transport of passengers by sea is an area in which 
there is a relatively low volume of Community flows 
(exports totalled ECU 600 million in 1988), although it 
does show a good surplus (a world balance of ECU 500 
million in 1988 for a cover ratio of around 200%). 
Breakdown of passenger transport balance 
(ECU 1000 MIO) 
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' Ratio of growth rates on the preceding periods (88/85 for USA, Japan & World). A figure greater than 1 indicates a growth higher 
than that of total transport, and less than 1 lower than that of tota transport 
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"Other transport" 
It is difficult to know what exactly the "other transport" 
heading contains in the case of the Community, as 
Member State's data are inconsistent. This heading ba-
sically comprises port and airport services, and the leas-
ing of ships and planes. In theory, the leasing of 
transportation means includes only leases with operators 
that can actually be classified as transport. 
In practice, this distinction is sometimes difficult to make. 
Furthermore, leases are sometimes not identified at all 
and the relevant flows are thus classed under sea or air 
transport. The "other transport" heading also includes 
transport by road, rail and inland waterways. 
By nature, the flows involved are considerable for the 
Community, but they are very difficult to interpret, Con-
sequently, the balance of this heading is unstable and 
does not show any clear tendencies. 
In the United States and Japan, by contrast, there is no 
problem with consistency. There is a certain correlation 
between the balances of "other transport" and freight, but 
a negative one. In the case of the United States, freight 
transport shows a marked deficit, and "other transport" a 
surplus, whilst in Japan the pattern of trade is the reverse. 




















The different types of transport balances (ECU 1000 MIO) 
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TOURISM 
The Community attracts 25% of world 
tourist receipts 
The World Tourism Orgai ¿ation (WTO) promoted a 
definition of the "international tourist receipts and expen-
diture" coherent with the IMF definition of the "travel" 
heading in the balance of payments. For this reason, the 
word "tourism", more explicit than "travel", is often used 
in this document. On the debit side, the tourism heading 
includes the expenditure of residents staying in a foreign 
country for less than one year and for whatever reason 
(leisure, work, health, study): this will be referred to as 
tourist expenditure. On the credit side, the same type of 
expenditure made by non-residents on the national terri-
tory is recorded: this will be referred to as tourist receipts. 
Travel to the country of destination comes under the 
transport heading; on the other hand journeys made 
within the country of destination and cruises come under 
the tourism heading. 
World trade in tourism stands at just over ECU 110 000 
million (1986-1988 mean). Community receipts are the 
biggest (around ECU 28 000 million, or 25% of the 
market), followed by those of the United States that 
account for just over 20% of the market, then the other 
European countries (18%) and Asia (15%). Japan's re-
ceipts are barely ECU 2 500 million (2% of world trade). 
The main exporters amongst the developing countries 
are Mexico, Hong Kong, Singapore and Korea. 
On the expenditure side, the United States show the main 
flows, ECU 27 000 million or 24% of world trade. Then 
there is the Community (23 500 million or 21% of world 
trade), the other European countries (15%), Japan (10%) 
and Asia (9%). When considering the expenditure per 
capita, Japanese are the first, spending on average for a 
year ECU 123 per person. They are followed by the 
Americans (ECU 111) and the Community inhabitants 
(ECU 73). 
According to the World Tourism Organization, there were 
























Tourism statistics and nomenclature 
The World Tourism Organization (WTO) plays a normative role in the field of tourism at a worid level. Thus it 
adopted some definitions to characterize travellers. 
An "international visitor" is taken to be any person staying less than one year in a foreign country and whose 
principal motive is not to carry out paid professional activity in that country. All kinds of trips are considered as 
tourism trips (tourism stricto sensu, visits to parents, studies, health, business, etc.). Frontier workers are not 
international visitors. 
Visitors are split between two categories: "tourists", staying for one night at least, and excursionists. Statistically, 
it is difficult to make this distinction. For the moment, it is not made in the balance of Payments statistics. 
Statistical sources on international visitors are numerous. There are three main statistics : 
­ arrivals of tourists at frontiers; 
­ arrivals of visitors at frontiers; 
­ nights of foreign tourists in hotels. 
These statistics give an idea of the volume of international visitors, but they are not available in every country. 
It is difficult to achieve coherency even for Community countries. The WTO collects and publishes all the 
available statistics in the worìd. It produces some very aggregated estimates; particularly the number of world 
tourists. 
Rough estimates made on the basis of WTO data indicate 
that 155 million tourists travelled to EC countries in 1988, 
and that 140 million people travelled from EC countries. 
Of the former, around 100 million visited another EC 
country. This means that around 55 million non­EC tour­
ists visited the Community. EC tourists visiting the rest of 
the world numbered around 40 million. 
Although these are only rough estimates, they do show 
that more tourists travel to the Community than travel 
from it. The situation is the reverse in the United States 
and Japan, both of which have a tourism deficit. 31 million 
people travelled to and 41 million people from the United 
States, whilst 2.3 million people travelled to and 13 million 
from Japan. 
In ten years, the number of tourists has risen by more 
than 40%, although the bulk of this increase was after 
1984, which was the beginning of the upturn in the world 
economy. The development of international tourism is 
thus closely linked with world economic growth. 
Tourism is affected by fluctuations in ex­
change rates 
Furthermore, the position of exchange rates in relation to 
their purchasing power parity appears to be a determi ning 
factor in the choice of destinations. Tourists tend to visit 
countries where their own currency is over­valued in 
relation to the purchasing power parity, as they will be 
able to purchase more for the same amount of money. 
Between 1981 and 1988, there were considerable fluctu­
ations in the flows of tourists between the United States 
and Europe. These were largely the result of variations 
in the exchange rate of the dollar. 
Between 1981 and 1985, the number of Americans visit­
ing Europe more than doubled. They took full advantage 
of the rise in the dollar in relation to European currencies. 
In 1986, by contrast, the number of American visitors fell 
by 60%. In 1987 and 1988, numbers again increased by 
Economic growth and world tourism 
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8% per year. There was a symmetrical trend in the 
number of EC tourists visiting the United States. Between 
1981 and 1985, numbers fell by around 70%, then be­
tween 1985 and 1988 they rose so rapidly that they were 
double their 1985 level. These trends also affect "dollar 
zones" and "ECU zones", albeit to a lesser degree. 
These movements have direct repercussions on the 
flows of tourist expenditure and receipts in the Com­
munity and the United States, and cause major fluctua­
tions in balances. The Community balance rose from 
ECU 1 600 million in 1979 to ECU 12 500 million in 1985, 
before returning to ECU 2 000 million in 1988. In real 
terms therefore, tourism seemed to be a much less 
important source of revenue for the Community in 1988 
than it was at the beginning of this period. 
In the United States, the balance of tourism went very 
much into the red after 1983, falling to ECU -8 500 million 
in 1985. It has since recovered, but has continued to 
show a deficit (in 1988 it stood at ECU -2 500 million). 
Japan's balance remained stable at around ECU -3 000 
million between 1979 and 1982, slowly deteriorated until 
1985, and has fallen spectacularly since 1986. By 1988 
it had fallen to ECU -12 600 million. Since 1986, Japan's 
tourist expenditure has soared. This increase has 
benefited mostly Asia, where spending has been multi­
plied by a factor of 4.5, followed by the United States 
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EFTA countries are the Community 
main partners 
For the last ten years, flows with the United States 
induced great movements in the Community tourism 
balance. But this area stands only at a second place in 
the Community tourism flows. Countries from the Euro-
Destinat ion choice and exchange rate 
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Tourism 
E U R I 2 tourism flows by areas 
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Expenditure 
pean Free Trade Association (EFTA: Switzerland, Aus­
tria, Sweden, Norway, Finland, Iceland) are the main 
partners of theCommunity for geographical reasons. 
The Community tourist expenditure and receipts show 
great differences regarding their geographical break­
down. These are related to the attractiveness of the 
different areas but also to their revenue. Therefore, ACP 
countries (countries from Africa, Caribbean and Pacific 
areas associated to the Community by the Lome Con­
ventions), the OPEC countries and Japan stand for sig­
nificant parts in the Community receipts. In expenditure 
they are less important. On the contrary, tourism flows 
with other areas (Latin America, Oceania, Asia) are more 
important on the expenditure side and the discrepancy 
tends to increase. This shows the popularity of these 
destinations with Community residents. 
Forthe United States and EFTA countries, discrepancies 
are less visible because of larger flows. Receipts with the 
United States tends to be greater than expenditure. With 
EFTA countries receipts have become larger. 
Tourism receipts and expenditure 
receipts - Mio ecus 
growth / 
total services* 
expenditure - Mio ecus 
growth / 
total services' 
























































' Ratio of growth rates on the preceding periods (88/85 for USA, Japan & World). A figure greater than 1 indicates a growth higher 
than that of total services,and less than 1 lower than that of total services 
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The "other services" heading covers a wide range of 
activities, comprising as it does all services other than 
transport and tourist services. Its principal component, 
however, is business services. 
From a statistical point of view, this is the most proble-
matic heading. It is difficult to break down into subhead-
ings owing to the lack of detailed national data. 
Furthermore, the values of flows are not reliable as some 
transactions are recorded directly on a net basis. This is 
why, given the current state of balance-of-payments stat-
istics, it is impossible to produce a detailed picture of the 
market in "other services". Estimates and trends will thus 
be used instead of detailed data. 
In 1988, "other services" accounted for the largest share 
of the international trade in services, over 37%. In 1980, 
the share was around 33%. According to GATT statistics, 
world exports of "other services" rose to almost 
ECU 145 000 million in 1988, and imports to 
ECU 132 000 million. The world asymmetry was ECU 
13 000 million, or 9% of flows. It rose quite rapidly during 
the last years. The origin of this asymmetry is not as clear 
as in the case of transport. Given that it is positive, 
whereas the asymmetry for transport is negative, it may 
be that exports of "other services" contain a certain 
amount of transport receipts. However, imports of "other 
services" may also be undervalued. Economic operators 
certainly have a better idea of what they sell abroad than 
what they buy abroad. Moreover, exporters are generally 
a small number of agents specialised in international 
trade, unlike importers. This is why statistics are generally 
better at recording exports, particularly when obtained 
from surveys. World exports of "other services" will thus 
be considered representative of the world market. 
Community exports in 1988 were in the region of ECU 
47 000 million, making it by far the world's leading expor-
ter, with a third of the market. It is also the world's leading 
importer at ECU 43 000 million. The United States ex-
ported much more than it imported (ECU 28 000 million 
as against ECU 14 000 million). The opposite is true of 























Chapiter 3 - Detailed analysis by types of services 
Japan, which is a major importer, exporting ECU 
14 000 million but importing ECU 27 000 million. Other 
European countries are also great traders. Asia has less 
importance than in transport or tourism trade. The other 
developing countries are more importers than exporters. 
Trade in "other services" has long been one of the 
Community's strong points. In 1979 it accounted for 
almost 40% of trade and showed a surplus of ECU 
6 500 million. Between 1979 and 1986 the surplus in-
creased across the board to ECU 10 000 million. In 1987 
there was aslight downturn, though the surplus remained 
at a healthy ECU 7 800 million. In 1988 it fell spectacu-
larly to ECU 1 500 million. We shall come back to this 
about-turn, which there is every reason to believe was 
mainly the result of a combination of exceptional factors. 
Initially, we shall look only at the period 1979-1987, when 
there was a major Community surplus. 
At the start of this period, the services sold most by the 
Community were mainly business and construction ser-
vices. These accounted for 30% of trade, were generally 
in the black and made up three-quarters of the surplus. 
Other services in the black were insurance and banking 
services. Though there was little trade in these in 1979, 
they made rapid progress in the course of the decade and 
now contribute a good deal to the Community surplus. 
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* break in series 
International merchanting generates considerable flows, 
although its balance is near zero, generally on the deficit 
side. In our statistics it is aggregated with other fees 
related to trade in merchandise and they form the trade 
earnings heading. 
Other types of services show clear deficits. At the start of 
the period, flows for these-were at relatively low levels 
and so deficits were small. The "income from patents" 
heading was unique at that time for having a high level 
of imports and thus a considerable deficit (ECU -
1 300 million). This deficit has steadily worsened, and 
stood at ECU -3 400 million in 1987. The deficits for 
communications services, advertising and trade in audio-
visual products have also worsened, although they were 
still less than ECU 1 000 million in 1987. 
In the United States, the "other services" heading is well 
in the black. In 1988, the surplus stood at ECU 13 000 
million. In view of the revisions introduced in 1986, it is 
probable that the surplus for 1979-1985 was underesti-
mated and that the American surplus over the whole of 
this period was consistently greater than the published 
figures suggest. 
In the case of the United States, the bulk of the surplus 
is due to income from patents, for which the surplus was 
ECU 7 300 million in 1988, or the combined total of the 
Community and Japanese deficits for this heading. Bank-
ing, business services and construction also showed 
surpluses, though these were lower than their Com-
munity counterparts. Income from the use of films and 
television programmes also showed a surplus, although 
communication services showed a deficit. 
The "other services" heading in Japan shows a major 
structural deficit that is tending to worsen. It stood at ECU 
-12 600 million in 1988. Most of this came from trade 
earnings (ECU -3 200 million), followed by income from 
patents (ECU -2 800 million), advertising (ECU -
1 200 million) and insurance (ECU - 900 million). 
Japanese statistics do not contain any further break-
down, all other headings being mixed up in a residual 
group representing 63% of exports and 50% of imports. 
To return to the fall in the Community surplus in 1988, 
this should be interpreted with caution. On the one hand, 
1988 data are still provisional for most Member States. 
On the other, the balances of the "insurance" and "trade 
earnings" headings are unstable and in 1988 were on a 
very clear downward course. ECU 3 500 million of the 
ECU 6 300 million drop in the balance of "other services" 
come from these headings. 
However, the balances of all other services have fallen 
or worsened, which has partly to do with the fall in the 
value of the dollar (mechanical effect plus effect of lost 
competitiveness), partly with the upturn in activity in the 
Community (rapid growth of imports) and partly with the 
recession that has hit countries in Africa and the Middle 




Strong and weak points of the community trade in "other services", 
comparisons with USA and Japan. 
Product balances in 1000 Mio ecus 
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Analysis by type of other services 
Insurance (including merchandise 
insurance) 
Although international trade flows in premiums and 
claims are considerable, it is the value of the insurance 
service that the balance of payments endeavours to 
record. This is why the credit side comprises profits from 
insurance operations, i.e. the difference between pre-
miums received and claims paid out. The debit side 
comprises the difference between premiums paid out and 
claims received. 
Few member states use this method, and there is insuf-
ficient information to ensure the homogeneity of flows. It 
is thus very difficult to assess the volume of flows in 
insurance services, and it is better to restrict analysis to 
the overall balance, i.e. the difference between premiums 
and claims received and premiums and claims paid out. 
In the Community, this has been well in the black since 
1985. This balance is, however, relatively unstable. This 
is because premiums are basically stable, whereas 
claims paid are much more unstable as these depend on 
the incidence of disasters. Also, there is a cyclical pattern 
to insurance. When a company takes out new contracts, 
there is often a time-lag before claims are paid out. Profits 
thus increase temporarily before falling to reach their 
long-term level. This may explain the rapid increase in 
the Community balance in 1985 and particularly 1986, 
Insurance balance 
(ECU 1000 MIO) 
USA 
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then the fall in 1987 and 1988. European companies 
(particularly the Lloyd's corporation) do in fact seem to 
have taken out major contracts in 1985 and 1986 and 
then had to pay out considerable claims in 1987 and, 
more particularly, 1988 (problems with oil rigs for 
example). 
In the United States and Japan, trade in insurance ser-
vices shows a deficit. The deficit in both these countries 
worsened considerably during 1988, which corroborates 
our assumption about the number of problems that arose 
that year. 
insurance 
credit - Mio ecus 
growth / 
"otherservices" * 
debit - Mio ecus 
growth / 
"other services" * 
















































' Ratio of growth rates on the preceding periods (88/86 for USA, 88/85 for Japan ). A figure greater than 1 indicates a growth higher 




These include commissions relating to the trade of goods 
on the one hand and international merchanting on the 
other. International merchanting operations involve major 
monetary transactions that represent the value of the 
merchandise traded. But the value of the service is 
merely the profit generated by the merchanting operation. 
Thus for balance of payments purposes it is the difference 
between the value of the goods purchased and then 
resold that is recorded. 
In the long term, earnings from merchanting operations 
should be equal to the profit on the value of the merchan­
dise. But in the short term, fluctuations in exchange rates 
and international prices may work against the trader, thus 
pushing the operation into the red. Time lags may also 
happen. External factors such as these may give rise to 








Trade earnings balance 
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For the Community, the amounts under the "trade earn­
ings" heading are considerable. They accounted for more 
than ECU 6 000 million in 1987. Between 1979 and 
1987, the balance was fairly insignificant, hovering 
around zero. It did in fact show a deficit, as the cumulative 
total of the balances between 1979 and 1987 was ECU ­
600 million. The result for 1988 was exceptionally bad, 
being chiefly a result of a deterioration in international 
merchanting activity. This was exacerbated by the rapid 
drop during 1988 in the ECU rates for energy products 
and some agricultural raw materials. The price of energy 
products imported by the Community, for instance, fell by 
20% between the fourth quarter of 1987 and the fourth 
quarter of 1988 (SITC 3, index of average values of 
imports by EUR12 with extra­EUR12). 
No figures are available for the United States. However, 
in Japan the heading shows a major deficit (ECU ­
3 000 million in 1988). This is no doubt attributable to the 
extent of the commissions paid for the marketing of 
Japanese exports. 
Trade earnings 
credit ­ Mio ecus 
growth / 
"other services" * 
debit ­ Mio ecus 
growth / 
"other services" * 
















































' Ratio of growth rates on the preceding periods (88/85 for Japan ). A figure greater than 1 indicates a growth higher than that of total 
"other services", and less than 1 lower than that of total "other services" 
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Advertising 
This heading comprises product promotion costs: adver-
tising design, the organization of campaigns, the hiring 
of advertising media and air time, participation in trade 
fairs, etc. It also includes marketing and commercial 
canvassing costs (market research, surveys, etc.). 
Volumes offrade are fairly low, with exports totalling ECU 
1 200 million and imports ECU 1 500 million in 1988. The 
balance shows a deficit of ECU 543 million. This does not 
necessarily indicate that Community advertising com-
panies have done badly. It merely shows that firms in the 
Community spend more on promoting their products 
abroad than foreign companies wishing to penetrate the 
European market. 
Japan, with a proven record of success in the field of 
commerce, had an advertising balance that was ECU 
1 200 million in the red in 1988. The balance of the 
advertising heading in the United States, by contrast, was 
just in the black. 
It is difficult to know what causes these imbalances as 
there may be differences in the scale of promotional 
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Advertising 
credit - Mio ecus 
growth / 
"other services" * 
debit - Mio ecus 
growth / 
"other services" * 
















































* Ratio of growth rates on the preceding periods (88/86 for USA). A figure greater than 1 indicates a growth higher than that of total 
"other services", and less than 1 lower than that of total "other services" 
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Communication services (post and telecommunications) 
These services, which are provided by private and public 
enterprises, include the dispatch of mail, packages and 
printed matter on the one hand, and telecommunications 
in the broad sense of the word on the other (telephone, 
telex, transmission of sound and images, videotex, etc.). 
It is difficult to assess the exact volume of flows as the 
bodies responsible for managing international communi-
cations networks often offset their flows before making 
payments, which means that flows are probably under-
estimated. 
Furthermore, developments in the telecommunications 
field are difficult to interpret. Two basic tendencies are at 
work: on the one hand, there is a steady fall in prices 
(examples are given in Chapter 2), and on the other there 
is a rapid increase in volume coupled with major qualita-
tive change (development of new products such as faxes, 
new communication media such as X25 networks, satel-
lite channels, etc.). 
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A few examples, taken from specialized statistics, give 
an idea of the change in volume. According to the Inter-
national Telecommunication Union, international 'phone 
calls increased at the rate of 17% per year in the United 
States between 1979 and 1988, by 12% to 15% in the 
EC and by 33% in Japan. Between 1981 and 1987, the 
number of modems (devices for converting electronic 
data for input into telecommunications networks) in-
creased by 16% per year in the Federal Republic of 
Germany. 
Communication flows in the Community totalled around 
ECU 2 000 million in 1988. The balance was almost zero 
between 1979 and 1986, and fell slightly in 1987 and 
1988 to ECU-263 million. 
The United States' balance has shown a worsening 
deficit since 1979. It stood at ECU -1 600 million in 1988. 
Japan does not show this heading in its statistics. 
credit - Mio ecus 
growth / 
"other services" * 
debit - Mio ecus 
growth / 
"other services" * 

















































* Ratio of growth rates on the preceding periods (88/86 for USA). A figure greater than 1 indicates a growth higher than that of total 
"other services", and less than 1 lower than that of total "other services" 
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Banking 
This heading includes commissions charged for the 
handling of accounts and other operations carried out by 
banks and financial institutions (credit card management, 
portfolio management, commissions for the issue of se-
curities, brokerage, debt recovery, underwriting commis-
sions, consultancy). It also includes earnings from the 
purchase and resale of financial assets (see methodo-
logy). It does not include interest classed as "investment 
income". 
Banking has been well in the black since 1983; the 
surplus has steadily grown, reaching ECU 2 500 million 
in 1988. Whilst all Member States show a surplus for this 
activity, more than half of the surplus comes from the 
United Kingdom. London is a world banking centre: most 
major international banks are established there and pro-
vide intermediation services. Luxembourg plays an equi-
valent role. This fact is even consolidating : between 1986 
and 1988, the bulk (35%) of direct outside investment in 
the Community was in the banking and finance sector 
(source: Eurostat, "European Community direct invest-
ment", to be issued in may 1991). 
Community receipts increased drastically between 1979 
and 1988, by an average of more than 14% per year. This 
trend is linked with the major expansion of the capital 
markets. In the case of portfolio investments, for 
example, net issues for the 13 main industrialized coun-
tries totalled $195 000 million in 1988 compared with an 
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is a corollary of the growing internationalization and 
interdependence of the capital markets, which has been 
promoted by the progressive liberalization of the latter. 
In the United States, banking services are also well in the 
black. The surplus increased from ECU 1 500 million in 
1986 to ECU 1 800 million in 1988. 
Banking 
credit - Mio ecus 
growth / 
"other services" * 
debit - Mio ecus 
growth / 
"other services" * 
















































* Ratio of growth rates on the preceding periods (88/86 for USA). A figure greater than 1 indicates a growth higher than that of total 
"other services", and less than 1 lower than that of total "other services" 
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other sen/ices 
No statistics are available for the balance of banking 
activities in Japan. There is reason to believe that it shows 
a deficit, as it is included in the "other services others" 
heading, which is well in the red. The Japanese deficit 
would thus constitute a counterpart to the Community 
and American surpluses. Japan has been intensely ac-
tive on the international capital markets since 1986. In 
1988, 45% of the net portfolio investment issues mentio-
ned above came from Japan. That same year, Japan was 
the main issuer of international securities (30% of actual 
issues). Activity of this magnitude on the international 
market involves considerable expenditure on banking 
commissions. By contrast, resident Japanese banks are 
not as active on the international market as their Euro-
pean or American partners, recording little in the way of 
income from commissions. For this reason, trade in ban-
king services in Japan undoubtedly shows major imba-
lances. 
International activity(*) on financial 







Net new international bank lending 
Gross bonds issues 
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Rental fees and royalties for films and television broadcasts 
Again, it is difficult to know whether valuations of flows 
for this heading are correct. At any rate, flows appear to 
be fairly low. In 1988, Community exports totalled ECU 
845 million and imports ECU 1 240 million. The Com­
munity balance is unfavourable in this field, where the 
international supremacy of American products is well 
known. It is also steadily deteriorating, having fallen from 
ECU ­145 million in 1979 to ECU ­875 million in 1988. 
On the American side, the balance is well in the black: in 
1988, it reached ECU 614 million. It is worth noting that 
American imports of broadcasting rights for audio­visual 
products are very low (ECU 42 million in 1988). This 
proves that it is very difficult for foreign products to 
penetrate the American market. 
Only net data are available for Japan. The balance is in 
the red and worsening, but still less than the Community 
deficit. It stood at ECU ­233 million in 1988. 
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No geographical breakdown is available for these data. 
However, various specialized statistics indicate a predo­
minance of American products in Community imports. In 
the case of television programmes, for example, Ameri­
can productions account for between 5% and 30% of first 
broadcasts (other countries account for between 1% and 
10%). This percentage is even greater if a channel is 
recent. It can be as high as 50% in the field of fiction. 
credit ­ Mio ecus 
growth / 
"otherservices''* 
debit ­ Mio ecus 
growth / 
"other services" * 

















































* Ratio of growth rates on the preceding periods (88/86 for USA). A figure greater than 1 indicates a growth higher than that of total 
"other services", and less than 1 lower than that of total "other services" 
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On the Community exports side, most trade is within Europe, mostly to the United States in the case of the 
Europe (it is not possible to provide an EC breakdown). United Kingdom, and to other zones in the case of 
The United Kingdom, France, Italy and Spain are the only France, Spain and Italy. 
Community countries that export in any quantity outside 
57 
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Income from patents, trademarks and other types of technical 
know­how 
This heading concerns the trade of technical know­how 
protected by patents. According to the recommendations 
in the IMF manual, it should in theory contain nothing 
other than income from licer Æ for the use of patents 
and the like, as sales appr­ jnder "direct investment". 
In practice, it is often difi „uit to separate sales from 
leases or exploitation rights, which is why the contents of 
this heading are not fully homogeneous. 
The "income from patents" heading weighs very heavily 
on the Community balance of trade in services. It is the 
only heading that shows a massive deficit. In 1988 this 
stood at ECU ­4 000 million. It has deteriorated steadily 
since 1979, when it stood at ECU ­1 200 million. Dete­
rioration accelerated after 1986, by ECU 1 200 million in 
two years. This trend can, however, be related to the 
upturn in investment in 1986, particular operational in­
vestment. Trade flows are considerable and show a 
major imbalance: credits were in the order of ECU 
3 600 million in 1988 and debits ECU 6 700 million, giving 
a cover ratio of around 50%. 
According to a study carried out by the Bundesbank 
(monthly report May 1990), these figures should not lead 
us to draw too pessimistic a picture of European technol­
ogy. In German balance­of­payments statistics, this 
heading includes mainly trade between affiliated com­
panies. A good deal of technology transfer is carried out 
indirectly in the form of engineering, consultancy or con­
Income from patents balance 







struction services, or by the sale of high­tech products. 
There would thus not be an open market in patents, as 
this would become established within groups and would 
be a natural counterpart to the acquisition of holdings. 
Under this approach, patents are seen as a means of 
spreading the costs of introducing new production across 
credit ­ Mio ecus 
growth / 
"other services" * 
debit ­ Mio ecus 
growth / 
"other services" * 

















































' Ratio of growth rates on the preceding periods (88/86 for USA, 88/85 for Japan ). A figure greater than 1 indicates a growth higher 
than that of total "other services", and less than 1 lower than that of total "other services" 
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the group as a whole. In Germany, for example, most of 
the deficit for the patents heading comes from enterprises 
with high levels of foreign holdings (more than 25% of 
share capital). By contrast, trade in paijnts shows a 
surplus for other enterprises, particularly those with hold-
ings abroad. 
The bulk of the European deficit is with the United States 
(more than 80% of the deficit and of the extra-EUR12 
debits). On the contrary, the Community shows a surplus 
with Japan. 
The United States appears to be the principal beneficiary 
of this type of trade. This heading is the main source of 
net income in American trade in services. The balance 
stood a ECU 7 300 million in 1988 and has steadily 
improved since 1979. There are major imbalances in 
flows, as the cover ratio is in the order of 500%. 
In Japan, trade in patents is similar to that of the Commu-
nity. The balance shows a deficit, which increased from 
ECU -700 million in 1979 to ECU -2 800 million in 1988. 









Growth in debits of income from patents 
and in the Community investment (%) 
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M debits-patent income total GFCF (value) 
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Construction services 
Construction services relate to the construction of build-
ings and other structures, public works, and mineral/oil 
prospecting. This heading poses a number of methodo-
logical problems from a balance of payments point of 
view. According to the current version of the IMF manual, 
long-term construction sites abroad are regarded as di-
rect investment, and as disinvestment when completed. 
Under this system, construction activities lasting more 
than a year (i.e. the majority) are not classed as trade in 
sen/ices. We have opted for a different methodology in 
our estimates: earnings from construction sites abroad 
are recorded, with appropriate reductions made for ex-
penses and charges paid in situ. 
Construction sen/ices are a strong point of the Com-
munity's trade in services. In 1987, six Community firms 
were among the top ten in the international construction 
market, and 13 in the top 25, giving a total market share 
Of 25%. 
Construction sen/ices balance 
(ECU 1000 MIO) 
EUR12 
USA 
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In 1979, construction services represented the second 
source of exports after "business services". Exports in-
creased rapidly between 1979 and 1982, when they 
reached 9 300 million. Thereafter they gradually fell, to-
talling ECU 5 100 million only in 1988. The balance for 
this heading, which had been ECU 2 500 million in 1979, 
remained around ECU 4 000 million until 1985. It has 
since been deteriorating, and was a mere ECU 2 500 mil-
lion in 1988. __ 
There has been a drastic contraction in the volume of the 
construction market since the early eighties. According 
to surveys carried out by the "Engineering News Record", 
the value of new construction contracts peaked at 
$130 000 million in 1981, and has since fallen, totalling 
$74 000 million in 1987. The location of these contracts 
has changed. The Middle East and Africa, where demand 
was formerly greatest, have seen their share fall from 
credit - Mio ecus 
growth / 
"other services" * 
debit - Mio ecus 
growth / 
- "other services" * 

















































* Ratio of growth rates on the preceding periods (88/86 for USA). A figure greater than 1 indicates a growth higher than that of total 
"other services", and less than 1 lower than that of total "other services" 
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60% in 1983 to 30% in 1987. Other zones have seen their 
shares increase, particularly Europe and North America, 
which account for almost 40% of the market as opposed 
to barely 20% in 1983. 
European construction firms have suffered not just from 
the contraction of the market, but also from strong geo-
graphical orientation towards the Middle East and Africa. 
In 1982, almost 75% of Community exports went to 
developing countries, with 40% of these going to OPEC 
countries and 30% to ACP countries. By 1987, these 
percentages had fallen, with developing countries still 
accounting for 60% of exports, but OPEC countries ac-
counting for 25% only. 
In the United States, the balance of construction services 
shows a surplus, but is well below the Community ba-
lance. In 1987 it stood at ECU 887 million. 
Location of new international construction contracts 
(Top 250 f irms, $ 1000 MIO) 
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Business services 
This heading contains a wide range of services and 
divides up into three groups: technical services (engin-
eering, architecture, technical studies, etc.), data pro-
cessing services (design of software to individual 
specifications, computer maintenance) and professional 
services (legal, accounting, management consultancy, 
etc). This is one of the main headings for trade in know-
how. At the start of the decade, it basically comprised 
technical sen/ices relating to construction activities, 
which is why it largely followed the same trends. How-
ever, other activities have gradually developed. And even 
though there has been a reduction in the volume of flows 
since 1985, this has been smaller than for the construc-
tion heading. 
Business services account for the largest volume of 
exports in the Community trade in other services (ECU 
8 100 million in 1988). This has been a long-standing 
feature of Community exports, and has developed in 
conjunction with two other factors: high demand on the 
part of African and Middle-Eastern countries (this is linked 
with the construction market) and low domestic demand. 
The services that come under this heading are carried 
out within European firms, and these do not make use of 
other companies. Thus, the firms that appear under 
"engineering" are export-oriented and generate around 
one-third of their turnover outside the Community 
(source: Panorama of EC industry, 1989 edition). 
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The "business services" heading is well in the black in 
the Community. Its cover ratio reached 150% in 1988. In 
1979, the balance reached ECU 2 200 million. After a 
period of increase that lasted until 1982-1983, the bal-
ance stabilized at around ECU 3 300 million, in 1987, and 
Business services 
credit - Mio ecus 
growth / 
"other services" * 
debit - Mio ecus 
growth / 
"other services" * 
















































* Ratio of growth rates on the preceding periods (88/86 for USA). A figure greater than 1 indicates a growth higher than that of total 
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particularly 1988, it underwent a net reduction and re-
turned to its 1979 level. Flows increased until 1985, when 
they reached the record level of ECU 9 500 million for 
exports and ECU 6 000 million for imports, and have 
since slightly decreased. As with the construction head-
ing, the reduction in the purchasing power of OPEC and 
African countries is responsible for the halt in the increase 
of flows since 1986. 
In the United States, this heading is also in the black. The 
balance has shown a downward trend since 1986 and 
stood at ECU 1 700 million in 1988. Flows are less im-
portant than they are for the Community. Exports reached 
ECU 2 000 million in 1988, although imports were very 
low at ECU 400 million. 
Unlike Europe, enterprises make considerable use of 
suppliers of services. There is thus a large domestic 
market, and only a small percentage of the turnover of 
specialized firms comes from exports (10% in the case 
of engineering firms for example). 
Location of new international contracts 
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Numerous services cannot be shown separately in the 
"other services" heading owing to a lack of detail in 
Member States' classifications. These have thus been 
grouped under a residual heading entitled "miscella-
neous services". 
In the case of the Community, this heading accounts for 
a quarter of the flows of "other services" and shows a 
surplus. However, its contents are not sufficiently homo-
geneous to permit analysis. It basically comprises ser-
vices between related companies (i.e. non-attributable 
flows traded within multinational groups), repairs, out-
work (processing of goods, refining of raw materials) and 
rentals. The balance of this heading is not very stable, 
but has generally followed the same trend as the overall 
balance: it increased slowly until 1985, when it reached 
ECU 2 700 million, then fell to ECU 630 million in 1988. 
In the United States, the content of the "miscellaneous 
services" heading has been similar to that of the Com-
munity since 1986, though it also contains income from 
international merchanting and various commissions on 
merchandise. The balance shows a surplus and stood at 
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In Japan, this heading contains the bulk of "other ser-
vices" and is well in the red, totalling ECU -4 100 million 
in 1988. 
credit - Mio ecus 
growth / 
"other services" ' 
debit - Mio ecus 
growth / 
"other services" ' 

















































' Ratio of growth rates on the preceding periods (88/86 for USA, 88/85 for Japan ). A figure greater than 1 indicates a growth higher 




THE RELATIVE POSITION OF THE MEMBER STATES 
Chapter 4 
Important quantitative factors affecting trade in services in Community countries 
Development over time of the maritime fleet 
of the Community countries (MIO GRT) 
Arrivals of tourists in EC countries in 1988 (millions) 
























The relative position of the Member States 
General overview 
Most Member States are net exporters 
of services 
Most EEC Member States' balances of trade in services 
with extra-EUR 12 showed surpluses or were around 
zero. The Netherlands and particularly Germany showed 
deficits. 
In 1988, four Member States showed significant sur­
pluses: France (ECU 7 000 million), the United Kingdom 
( ECU 5 700 million), Spain ( ECU 3 800 million) and 
Denmark ( ECU 1 800 million). Greece, Portugal, the 
BLEU and Italy had surpluses of less than ECU 1 000 
million. Ireland's balance was just in the red. 
For the period 1979-1988 each of these countries re­
flects, roughly, the trend of the Community surplus: an 
upturn until 1985, then a downturn. Apart from France 
and the United Kingdom each country's surplus is based 
on a single type of service. Denmark and Greece are in 
surplus mainly on transport, Spain, Portugal and Italy on 
tourism and the BLEU on "other services". 
France's surplus is difficult to analyse because of the 
balance of the heading "other goods and services not 
broken down", the services content of which is not really 
known. In 1988, this heading accounted for more than a 
third of France's surplus. Tourism was the second source 
of income, followed by transport and "other services". 
The United Kingdom owes the bulk of its balance to "other 
services", while the surplus in the balance of tourism is 
offset by a deficit in the transport balance. 
The German deficit is particularly acute, and in 1988 
reached ECU -9 000 million. It has constantly worsened 
since 1979. Tourism is responsible for two-thirds of the 
deficit and "other services" for the remaining third. 
The Netherlands deficit reached around ECU -1 000 
million in 1988 and is tending to worsen. It is due almost 
entirely to the tourism deficit. 
The contribution of the Member States to the Community 's 
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Chapter 4 
The importance of trade in services in 
Member States' economies 
In 1988, the main exporters of services in absolute terms 
are France, the United Kingdom, Germany and Italy. 
These four countries are also the principal importers with 
Germany leading. This classification reflects the econo­
mic importance of these countries. 
To eliminate this size element, relative comparisons in 
relation to national production can be made. The diffe­
rences are significant. Such comparisons provide an 
overview of the economic significance of trade in services 
in each Member State. 
On calculating an export rate based on the ratio of total 
services exports (intra + extra) to the current GDP, three 
groups of countries emerge: 
­ strong exporters of services: the BLEU and Greece with 
ratios above 12%, Denmark and the Netherlands with 
ratios above 9%; 
­ average exporters: Spain and Portugal with ratios be­
tween 7% and 8%, France, the United Kingdom and 
Ireland with ratios around 6% 
­ lesser exporting countries: Germany and Italy with ratios 
below 4%. 
These differences in export ratios re­emerge even more 
strikingly in trade in goods and are linked to the extent of 
EC Member States' openness to other countries. 
Among countries with a high or average level of exports, 
the BLEU, Greece, the Netherlands, Spain and Portugal 
trade more with the Community countries than with the 
rest of the world. For these countries intra­Community 
trade represents 55 to 65% of total trade. 
Among the strong exporters Denmark is an exception 
since its trade is directed very much outside the Commu­
nity (70%). 55 to 60% of the total trade of the other 
countries, e.g. France, United Kingdom, Germany and 
Italy, is with countries outside the Community. 
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The relative position of the Member States 
Imports of services are related to 
imports of goods. 
This comparative approach can also be supplemented 
by analysing the significance of services in the total trade 
of Member States. A fairly strong link can be observed 
between trade in goods and in services in the case of 
imports but not in the case of exports. 
Indeed, the ratio of imports of services to imports of goods 
is practically identical for all EC countries, i.e. an average 
of 24% with a standard deviation of 5.7. In the case of 
exports however, this ratio is variable, at an average of 
37% with a standard deviation of 27. 
This rapid calculation shows the clear impact of imports 
of goods on imports of services, via services linked to 
goods. Likewise it demonstrates the independence of 
goods and sen/ices exports. 
The significance of services in total exports thus appears 
as an indicator of a greater or lesser specialization in 
trade in services. 
Greece has the highest level of services in exports (more 
than 50%) followed by Spain (40%), France, Denmark 
and Portugal (25%), the United Kingdom, Italy, the BLEU 
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Relationship between flows of merchandise and services 
total flows, average 86­88, in ECU 1 0 0 0 MIO 
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The relative position of the Member States 
The principal characteristics of each country 
I n this section we shall analyse trade with countries outside The approach adopted is not to undertake a detailed 
the Community only so as to remain consistent with the analysis of trade in services for each Member State but to 
previous chapters of this document. Thus trade will mean outline the most striking features and in particular the 
extra-EUR 12 trade (the statistical annexes include detai- principal differences in relation to the EUR 12 average, 




Germany imports far more services than it exports. Its 
cover rate is on average 70% for all services and it has 
a very negative balance. It dropped from a deficit of ECU 
-5 000 million in 1979 to ECU -9 400 million in 1988. For 
the period 1986/1988 it standr n average at -65% of the 
Community surplus. 
Exports of services are far less significant in Germany's 
international trade than in that of the other Community 
countries: for the period 79/88 they represent on average 
18% of goods exports compared with 34% for EUR12. 
On the other hand, imports are slightly higher than for 
EUR 12 (32% compared with 30%). 
The slight deficit in the transport balance does not deviate 
greatly from the Community average. However, flows are 
quite substantial, undoubtedly due to the large volume of 
German goods and passengers transported. 
Germany's weaknesses are situated principally in the 
areas of tourism and "other services". The tourism deficit 
is particularly acute, with the cover rate lower than 40%. 
This deficit has increased from ECU -3 500 million in 1979 
to -6 500 million in 1988. However, expenditure by Ger-
mans outside the Community has increased far more 
slowly than the Community average. This phenomenon 
can no doubt be explained by the already very high level 
of expenditure at the beginning of the period. Receipts, 
for their part, have increased in line with the Community 
average. 
The balance of "other services" is also in deficit, having 
dropped from ECU -900 million in 1979 to -3 300 million 
in 1988. The cover rate has been declining since the 
beginning of the decade, finishing the period at about 
80%. Exports equal those of France but imports are 
higher. However, as in the case of tourist expenditure, 
the trend for imports has been below the EUR12 average. 
Services linked to external trade and income from patents 
are responsible for two-thirds of the deficit. The only 
activities in surplus are banking and construction. 
G E R M A N Y 
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The relative position of the Member States 
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* Ratio of growth rates for the period 79/88. A figure greater than 1 indicates a growth rate higher than that of EUR12, and 
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Exports of services play an important role in France's 
international trade, and at 48% of goods exports, repre-
sent a proportion far above the Community average. The 
proportion for imports is 32%. The French surplus is the 
highest in the Community, representing about 50% of the 
Community surplus. The average level for the period 
1986-1988 is 7 000 million ECU, and is firmly based with 
an average cover rate above 140%. French trade has 
developed in line with the Community average, except 
for the period 1986-1988 where the export balance was 
even more unfavourable, entirely due to "other services". 
Each type of service shows a surplus. 
Transport only contributes slightly to the surplus, with 
ECU 700 on average for the period 1986-1988. This 
contribution comes principally from port services which 
have quite a large surplus whereas the balances for the 
other types of transport services are rather unstable but 
around zero. 
Tourism shows a significant surplus, the cover rate on 
average being 160% for the period 1986-1988. In 1979-
1982, the French tourism balance came fourth among the 
tourism balances of all EC countries. At the end of the 
period it was in second place with an average of 2 400 
million ECU. In addition French exports ranked highest 
and showed an above average increase in particular 
between 1979 and 1985. 
"Other services" were largely in surplus until 1986. The 
average balance was above 3 000 million ECU and the 
cover rate around 150%. In 1987 and 1988 the balance 
deteriorated rapidly to reach 500 million ECU in 1988. 
Exports declined more rapidly than the Community ave-
rage owing to a greater focus of French exports on African 
and Middle Eastern countries. "Business services" and 
construction show strong surpluses, while insurance, 
communications and various services are also in surplus. 
Advertising is also in the black though its 1988 surplus is 
down sharply. The balance in banking services is rather 
unstable around zero. The headings "patent income" and 
"trade earnings" are in deficit. 
In its nomenclature France has a correction heading 
entitled "Other goods and services". This heading is what 
remains of a correction model and its content is not 
defined. According to the Banque de France it includes 
at least 60% services, the remainder being goods. This 
heading is an important item in French trade in services. 
Credits vary from ECU 2 000 to 4 000 million depending 
on the year and deficits from ECU 800 to 1 800 million. 
Thus this heading accounts for an important surplus of 
between ECU 1 300 and 2 700 million. 
F R A N C E 
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The relative position of the Member States 
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growth / 
EUR 12 * 
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Development over time of balances with 
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At the beginning of the period (79-82) trade in services in 
Italy was less developed than in the three other major 
European countries. The flows were considerably smaller 
and exports of services represented only 28% (34% for 
the Community average) and imports 21% (26% for the 
Community average) of the trade in goods. However by 
the end of the period this gap had been eliminated 
because the flows of trade in Italian sen/ices increased 
more quickly than the average. 
Italian trade is in surplus, with a cover rate of around 
110%. The Italian balance reached quite a high level from 
1979 to 1987 when it increased to ECU 1 600 million. In 
1988 it showed a decline of ECU 1 000 million, amounting 
only to ECU 500 million. The Italian surplus is due almost 
entirely to tourism since transport is in deficit and the 
balance of "other services" is around zero. The decline 
in 1988 was entirely due to tourism. 
Italian transport has shown an increasing deficit, having 
gone from ECU 500 million in 1979 to 1 700 million in 
1988. Maritime freight represented the major share of the 
flows, with its balance in deficit but stable at around ECU 
-700 million. The deterioration of the overall deficit is due 
to the heading "other transport" which reached a deficit 
of ECU 1 200 million in 1988. On the other hand, passen-
ger transport is in surplus. However, after reaching al-
most 800 million in 1985 the surplus has dropped to 
around 500 million in 1988. 
Italian tourism is showing a surplus but the balance has 
declined by half since 1985, having gone from 3 200 
million to 1 700 million. Tourist income has increased far 
more slowly than the average and is now significantly 
lower than French, British and Spanish receipts, and 
inferior even to German receipts. The differences were 
not as great at the beginning of the period. Expenditure 
has also increased very rapidly, particularly since 1986, 
but is still at a low level compared to countries of equiva-
lent size. 
Trade in "other services" shows a relatively unstable 
balance varying in a bracket ranging from -700 to +500 
million ECU. Flows in other services have increased more 
rapidly than the average. The breakdown in other ser-
vices is not very reliable in Italian trade, although the 
headings communication and trade earnings are in sur-
plus. Banking activities which were in deficit until 1985 
have subsequently been showing an increasing surplus. 
The other headings are in deficit. 
I T A L Y 
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Trade in services is significant in the Netherlands' inter-
national trade, representing on average 43% of trade in 
goods in the case of exports and 31% in the case of 
imports. However trade in services in the Netherlands 
has increased less rapidly than the Community average. 
The balance in the Netherlands is slightly in deficit, 
fluctuating in a bracket between ECU 0 and -400 million 
up to 1987 and experiencing a sharp deterioration in 1988 
when it reached -948 million. The average cover rate is 
95%. The country's deficit is mainly due to tourism, while 
transport and "other services" are slightly in surplus. 
Transport occupies a leading role in trade in services in 
the Netherlands, although the surplus is only slight, be-
tween ECU 100 and 500 million. However this balance is 
the result of a sharp deficit in maritime freight transport 
combined with a high surplus in other transport, i.e. 
mainly in port services. Passenger transport is slightly in 
surplus. 
The tourism deficit is slightly less than ECU 1 000 million. 
The cover rate was very low at the beginning of the 
period, around 30%, but improved subsequently to 50% 
as a result of a rapid increase in exports between 1983 
and 1985. 
The balance in "other services" is rather unstable, with 
the trend being towards a slight surplus. The construction 
industry, various services and banking are the only hea-
dings solidly in surplus. Insurance and particularly patent 
income show a clear deficit while the balance of the other 
headings is around zero. It is difficult to assess the true 
significance of flows of other services since many activi-
ties are recorded on a net basis. 
N E T H E R L A N D S 
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* Ratio of growth rates for the period 79/88. A figure greater than 1 indicates a growth rate higher than that of EUR12, and 










Development over time of balances with 
extra-EUR12 
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The BLEU flows in services are a relatively significant part 
of its international trade. With a cover rate of around 
110%, trade is in surplus with the balance reaching an 
average level of about ECU 700­800 million. However 
BLEU trade has increased less rapidly than the EUR 12 
average. 
The major portion of the balance can be attributed to 
"other services". 
The transport balance is unstable and even negative. 
BLEU transport is largely dominated by maritime freight 
transport. 
Tourism records a deficit of between ECU 0 and ­450 
million. The cover rate has improved since the beginning 
of the period, increasing from 60% to 80%. 
"Other services" represent a rather significant source of 
exports for the BLEU. The surplus ranges from ECU 700 
to 140 million. However the cover rate has deteriorated, 
dropping from 145% at the beginning of the period to 
130% at the end. Trade in "other services" and in parti­
cular exports have increased less rapidly than the 
Community average. 
Most "other services" are in surplus, in particular miscel­
laneous services, banking and trade earnings. Patent 
income is in deficit. 
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* Ratio of growth rates for the period 79/88. A figure greater than 1 indicates a growth rate higher than that of EUR 12, and 
less than 1 lower than that of EUR12. 
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The United Kingdom 
It is difficult to compare British figures with those of the 
other European countries, in particular in the case of 
"other services", since a major share of these flows is 
recorded on a net basis. 
However, the United Kingdom records very significant 
flows of services and a very positive balance which 
settled at ECU 5 700 million in 1988 having reached a 
level of ECU 9 400 million in 1985. 
British transport is in deficit, whereas tourism and in 
particular "other services" are in surplus. 
British transport showed a deficit in 1981 and has dete­
riorated significantly since then reaching ECU ­1 900 
million in 1988 with a cover rate of around 80%. At the 
beginning of the period a large surplus on freight transport 
and a limited surplus on passenger air transport made it 
possible to offset the substantial deficit on "other trans­
port". Throughout the decade, "other transport" retained 
a large deficit but the freight transport surplus was eroded 
by half and passenger transport showed a clear deficit. 
The tourism balance is in surplus having increased from 
a level of ECU 1 600 million in 1979 to 3 700 million in 
1985 and dropping to 1 200 million in 1988. The cover 
rate of 170% at the beginning of the period declined 
slightly to reach 150% at the end of the period. This 
decline can be attributed to a rapid increase in the debit 
side, more rapid than the Community average. 
The big speciality of British exports is "other services". 
The balance of this heading is very much in surplus, 
having gone from a level of ECU 2 800 million in 1979 to 
6 500 million in 1985 and 6 000 million in 1988. 
Almost all headings are in surplus. Business services 
show the highest surplus (ECU 2100 million in 1988) and 
did not experience the same decline as in France be­
cause British trade is not concentrated to the same extent 
on developing countries in Africa. Insurance, banking and 
income linked to trade in goods are also very much in 
surplus with balances of ECU 1 400 million, 1 200 million 
and 900 million respectively in 1988. Furthermore, 
contrary to all the other Community countries, revenue 
from films and television programmes show a not inconsi­
derable surplus. The same is true of patent income which 
remained in surplus until 1986, while the balance of this 
heading showed a slight deficit in 1987 and 1988. 
U N I T E D K I N G D O M 
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* Ratio of growth rates for the period 79/88. A figure greater than 1 indicates a growth rate higher than that of EUR12, and 
less than 1 lower than that of EUR12. 
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Irish statistics on trade in sen/ices are not very detailed. 
In addition, since most flows are registered on a net basis 
it is difficult to compare them with those of other countries. 
Irish trade in services shows a slight deficit, which has 
deteriorated substantially since 1986. In 1988 the deficit 
was ECU -193 million. This deterioration is due to the 
deficit of "other services" which amounted to ECU -207 
million in 1988. The transport deficit remains relatively 
stable at -50 million. On the other hand, since 1983 
tourism is in surplus, with a balance of ECU 69 million in 
1988. 
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* Ratio of growth rates for the period 79/88. A figure greater than 1 indicates a growth rate higher than that of EUR12, and 




In Denmark the proportion of trade in services in relation 
to trade in goods is substantial: 50% on average for 
exports and 35% for imports. The trade balance is in 
surplus, reaching ECU 1 800 million in 1988 with the 
cover rate around 150%. Exports and imports have in-
creased more rapidly than the Community average. 
Denmark owes its surplus principally to transport and to 
a lesser extent to tourism. 
Transport flows are very significant in the Danish trade in 
services. The balance was ECU 1 500 million in 1988 and 
the cover rate was above 150%. All transport headings 
show a surplus, while that of maritime freight is excep-
tionally high, amounting to 1 200 million in 1988. 
The tourism balance showed a net surplus after 1981 and 
remains relatively stable around ECU 300 million with the 
cover rate at about 130%. 
"Other services" showed a positive balance remaining at 
around ECU 300 million until 1986. Since then the ba-
lance has deteriorated and is around zero. Few sub-hea-
dings can be identified in the Danish statistics and it is 
difficult to localize this deterioration. However it is prob-
able that it derives from business services as is the case 
for the EUR12 average. 
D E N M A R K 
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* Ratio of growth rates for the period 79/88. A figure greater than 1 indicates a growth rate higher than that of EUR12, and 




Spanish trade is dominated by ven/ substantial tourist 
receipts. Consequently at 50% the proportion of services 
exports to goods exports is considerably above the 
Community average whereas in the case of imports this 
proportion barely amounts to ' 3%. 
The Spanish balance si ws a significant surplus, 
amounting to 3 700 million in 1988, the cover rate being 
almost 190% in 1988. Spanish trade in services has 
increased more rapidly than the average. 
Spanish tourism has the highest surplus in the Commu­
nity and is responsible for most of the Spanish surplus. 
The transport balance is rather precarious but the trend 
is positive owing to the surplus in passenger transport, 
whereas maritime freight transport is in deficit. 
"Other services" are in deficit, the balance fluctuating in 
a bracket of ECU ­100 to ­300 million. The cover rate is 
around 90%. The only activities showing a slight surplus 
are construction, banking and communications. Apart 
from trade earnings and various services which show a 
balance around zero but which is unstable, the other 
headings are in deficit, patent income particularly. 
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There are many methodological problems connected 
with Greek statistics on trade in services. The statistics 
on flows presented here are estimates given by way of 
indication from which no comparative conclusion will be 
drawn. 
and tourism. The transport balance has improved conti-
nuously and reached ECU 728 million in 1988. On the 
other hand the tourism balance which was situated at 
around ECU 400 million up to 1985 has declined sharply 
since then and was zero in 1988. 
The balance of Greek trade is in surplus, reaching about 
ECU 800 million in 1988. At the beginning of the period 
the Greek surplus was shared equally between transport 
"Other services" show a relatively unstable balance but 
tend more towards a small surplus. 
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The configuration of Portuguese trade is very similar to 
that of Spanish trade: both are dominated by tourist 
receipts. However both the flows and the surplus are far 
smaller. The total surplus was ECU 531 million in 1988. 
This surplus has improved sharply since the beginning of 
the decade when it amounted to 172 million. The cover 
rate has also improved from a level of 140% to 180%. 
Portuguese credits have increased most sharply of all 
Community countries, whereas debits have advanced in 
line with the Community average. 
Portuguese statistics do not provide much detail. 
Transport showed a rather unstable balance around zero, 
varying in a bracket of ECU -70 to +70 million). 
The tourist balance increased from ECU 232 million in 
1979 to 624 million in 1988. Flows of "other services" are 
not significant and the balance is slightly in deficit. 
P O R T U G A L 
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The relative position of the Member States 
credit - Mio ecus 
growth / 
EUR12 * 
debit - Mio ecus 
growth / 
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* Ratio of growth rates for the period 79/88. A figure greater than 1 indicates a growth rate higher than that of EUR12, and 








A) General presentation 
1 ) Introduction 
The data presented in this document are estimates made 
by Eurostat. They were calculated from the balances of 
payments of the Member States of the European 
Community. The balances are broken down geographi-
cally and classified at least into intra and extra-Commu-
nity trade. 
Thus the balance of payments of the European Commu-
nity with the rest of the world is obtained by aggregating 
balances vis-à-vis the non-EC countries. In principle this 
balance is comparable to those of the United States and 
Japan with the world. 
However, before Member States' data were aggregrated 
they had to be harmonized. At present balances of pay-
ments are drawn up according to an internationally ac-
cepted methodology recommended in the "IMF manual, 
1979 fourth edition". Nevertheless, this methodology 
does not define the various types of services in detail. 
Consequently most states comply with the broad lines of 
the IMF methodology, but differ greatly as regards the 
details. 
The initial work of harmonization thus involved compiling 
a basic common classification which could include Mem-
ber States data while being sufficiently detailed to study 
international trade in services. This classification is pre-
sented in the notice at the beginning of this document 
and concerns the current balance only (goods, services, 
income, unrequited transfers). Only the services hea-
dings have been itemized. 
Once they have been identified, all these problems have 
been the subject of correction (modification of existing 
data) or of estimates (calculation of missing data or 
recalculation of very poor quality data). Thus the main 
methodological corrections concerned: goods (transfor-
med to be FOB-FOB for the BLEU and Ireland with 
corresponding repercussions on the transport account), 
Greek transport (completely reconstructed on the basis 
of partners' data), insurance and international merchan-
ting (which have to be recorded on a net basis), trade with 
the Community Institutions (some of which should be 
classified as services and not as government transac-
tions). 
3) Basic principles 
The corrections and estimates were carried out according 
to a certain number of basic principles outlined below. 
- Harmonizing the current balance as a whole 
The work consisted in calculating a harmonized current 
account balance. The current balance must be used as 
a framework for any analysis of trade in services and for 
the production of harmonized accounts. The main pro-
blems encountered arise from an incorrect allocation of 
flows to the various current balance headings. Harmoni-
zation, therefore, consists of reclassifying the flows re-
corded by the Member States on different bases. They 
may be reclassified within major headings such as trans-
port and "other services" but the changes may also affect 
the links between merchandise and transport, labour 
income and sen/ices, government transactions and ser-
vices, etc. 
2) Type of problems encountered 
Several types of problems are encountered: 
- Incorrect geographical breakdown, in particular as a 
result of allocations being made on the basis of currency. 
- Incorrect distribution of flows within the various service 
headings and more generally within the current balance. 
- Incorrect evaluation of flows. Some flows are recorded 
only on a net basis (a balance) leading to an under-esti-
mation of flows. Others on the contrary are recorded on 
a gross basis although they represent transactions sub-
stantially higher than the value of the service (insurance, 
international merchanting). 
- Some flows are not recorded at all owing to a fault in 
the statistical system. 
- A pragmatic attempt to conform to the IMF manual 
The theoretical approach selected was to stick as closely 
as possible to the recommendations of the IMF manual. 
For some headings, however, the IMF rules are applied 
by only a minority of Member States, and in this case we 
choose the method used by the majority and made 
appropriate corrections to the other Member States' data. 
• Considering the countries one by one 
After a brief look at the problems in general, the figures 
were harmonized country by country. In general, no 
coherent data were available for the whole of the period 
1979-1988. The most recent years were the best and 
most detailed, and therefore the figures for the most 
recent coherent years were harmonized. Figures alloca-
ted on a standard-rate basis, or back calculated, were 
then added to the previous data. 
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- Keeping the world's current balance 
The corrections and estimates led to changes in flows, in 
intermediate balances and in the geographical break-
down. In principle, however, the world's current balance 
of each Member State has been retained. It was consi-
dered that, even in the worst balances, it was reliable. 
However, in order to ensure consistency with the heading 
"Investment Income", reinvested earnings have been 
separated for countries which enter them in their balance: 
Germany, the United Kingdom, Denmark. For these three 
countries, the world current balance is not retained, 
reinvested earnings is the only difference. 
Furthermore, the total EUR12 current balance does not 
fully correspond to the aggregation of the current ba-
lances of Member States since a correction relating to 
imports of banking services was made directly at EUR12 
level. 
- Using partner country data as little as possible 
When the data in balances which appear to be very well 
drawn up are compared bilaterally, asymmetries are still 
found and may be substantial. The data of partner coun-
tries should therefore be used only when no reliable 
information is available. On the other hand, when datado 
exist, standard-rate corrections are preferred (CIF-FOB 
correction rates, average ratios, etc). 
- Missing data should not be estimated 
systematically 
4) Comparisons with short-term data 
In its monthly publication "External trade and balance of 
payments", Eurostat publishes every three months a 
Community balance based on quarterly data supplied by 
the Member States. This balance is not consolidated 
because there are no quarterly data broken down geo-
graphically. It thus corresponds to the total EUR12 ba-
lance (intra plus extra). 
However, these two balances are not directly comparable 
for the following reasons: 
- The short term balance is not corrected and involves 
simple aggregation of the data published by the Member 
States. 
- In the short term data the balance of the Community 
Institutions is not taken into account. 
- There can be slight differences in the basic data. Our 
estimates are calculated using annual data supplied to 
Eurostat by the Member States. Sometimes there can be 
time lags when supplying the data, leading to changes 
due to revision. 
B) The main methodological corrections 
and estimates 
This section will deal only with purely methodological 
corrections and estimates since part of the calculations 
involve estimating missing data on the basis of existing 
data after the methodological corrections have been 
made. 
Some countries present little or even no details of service 
sub-headings and so they have not been estimated for 
lack of information. In the statistical tables by country 
these data are given as NA (not available). However to 
calculate EUR12, an average breakdown is made taking 
into account the extent of these countries trade. 
- Data which are not broken down geographically 
should not be distributed at a standard rate. 
Data not broken down geographically are placed in the 
extra zone and in general only small amounts are invol-
ved. They have not been distributed on a standard rate 
basis between the extra and intra zones. On the other 
hand they have been redistributed when these flows 
represent a substantial sum and there were pointers 
suggesting why they had not been broken down and 
where they had come from (obvious weakness of the 
flows in one particular zone, characteristics of the collec-
tion system, etc). 
Similar problems may have arisen in several countries 
and for this reason the corrections and estimates made 
are presented item by item, with a reference to the 
countries concerned. 
- Merchandise 
Merchandise should be recorded FOB-FOB, which is not 
the case in the BLEU and Ireland. The principle is to 
correct the flows of goods for the associated freight and 
insurance transactions and to put the individualized 
amounts back into transport and other services. The IMF 
calculates freight and insurance rates for Ireland, and we 
have used these. For Belgium, we applied standard rates 





Many of these corrections are the direct counterpart of 
the correct io ns to merchandise. 
For those countries where there is virtually no transport 
breakdown, the other corrections consisted of making a 
standard-rate allocation to the different sub-headings. 
The distribution keys were based on the average struc­
ture calculated for the other countries and adapted, 
where appropriate, to take account of the characteristics 
of the countries in question (assumed importance of sea 
transport, passenger flows, port services, etc). 
The Greek transport account, in fact, was based almost 
entirely on partner country data, since the Greek way of 
drawing up the data had little in common with the IMF 
recommendations. 
- Travel 
Greek travel credits were replaced by partner country 
data. 
- Other services 
Many corrections were made to this heading of course, 
the main ones being outlined below: 
* Insurance 
Insurance flows, premiums and claims, do not in them­
selves constitute remuneration for a service. They are 
generally recorded gross, with credits corresponding to 
the sum of premiums received plus claims received and 
debits to the sum of premiums paid out plus claims paid 
out. This leads to an overestimate of flows. 
It was considered that the value of the service can be 
taken as the net result of a transaction, as follows: 
. on the credit side, the difference between premiums 
received and claims paid out. 
. on the debit side, the difference between premiums paid 
out and claims received. 
The same principle was applied for the geographical 
breakdown. 
This solution, of course, is hampered by the problem of 
detailed information on premiums and claims not being 
available. In practice, there were three possibilities: 
- all the information was available: this correction was 
made for Germany and France in 1988 and Spain for 
1985 to 1988; 
- gross data were available but with no detail: a reduction 
coefficient was applied to credits and debits were calcu­
lated in such a way that the balances were maintained 
(France prior to 1988, Spain prior to 1985 and Denmark); 
- net data were available: either our methodology had 
already been applied or only the balance was recorded: 
no correction was made (Belgium, United Kingdom, Ire­
land, Netherlands and Italy). 
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Merchanting * Banking 
The problem with merchanting is similar to that of insu­
rance. The value of the merchandise dealt in does not 
constitute remuneration for a service. 
In the absence of specific recommendations, we estimate 
that the value of the service was the profit from the 
transaction, i.e. the difference between the resale price 
(credit on merchandise) and the purchase price (debit on 
merchandise). Furthermore, in order to allocate the profit 
geographically and unequivocally, we considered that 
only the final purchaser paid for the service. 
The Member States used three possible scenarios: 
. merchanting was already recorded as above (Germany, 
United Kingdom); 
. merchanting was recorded net but geographical ba­
lances corresponded to the geographical balances of the 
merchandise traded (France in 1988, Spain) orthere was 
no breakdown of this heading (Netherlands). The world 
balance was maintained and broken down geographical­
ly pro rota with the gross credits obtained from elsewhere; 
. flows of merchandise dealt in were recorded as they 
stood under services (France prior to 1988). The world 
balance was allocated to credits and broken down geo­
graphically pro rata with gross credits. 
In the United Kingdom, some of the receipts under the 
banking heading corresponded to profits on purchase/re­
sale transactions in financial assets. For the other Mem­
ber States, the corresponding expenditure was recorded 
in the capital account. The different ways of treating this 
trade lead to an asymmetry between the current account 
and the capital account, and we therefore decided to 
create intra-European debits corresponding to these Uni­
ted Kingdom receipts. These debits were allocated not to 
any country but diredly to the EUR12 total. 
* Services with the Community Institutions 
The balance of the Community institutions, drawn up by 
Eurostat, features in the calculation of the Community 
balance. Eurostat considers that the cost of collecting 
own resources and the various transactions which are 
neither merchandise nor transfers, nor labour income nor 
investments, should be classified as services. As far as 
the Member States are concerned, many of these trans­
actions are classified as government transadions or even 
transfers. 
All the government transactions with the Community 
institutions reported were therefore reclassified as ser­
vices, one third under "business services" and two thirds 
under "miscellaneous services", in accordance with the 
structure of the Community Institutions' trade in services. 
This correction applied to Germany, Italy, the Nether­
lands, the BLEU and the United Kingdom. 
R e c o r d i n g o f i n t e r n a t i o n a l m e r c h a n t i n g - a n e x a m p l e 
a merchant from A buys merchandise for 100 from Β 
a merchant from A buys merchandise for 50 f rom 
A ba lance w i th g e o g r a p h 
c 
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On the other hand, for 1986 the Institutions' bilateral 
balances are available. When these were compared with 
Member States' figures, it was noted that some of the 
German and Italian transfers were in fad services, and 
these were reclassified. 
It was also noted that the BLEU balance with the Commu-
nity Institutions was very different from the Institutions' 
figures. This balance was compiled afresh on the basis 
of data included in the balance of the Community institu-
tions with the BLEU. 
* Expenditure of long-term students In the United 
Kingdom 
These flows cover students residing for more than one 
year abroad or in the United Kingdom. The sums paid to 
them thus have to be included under transfers, but they 
are counted as services in the United Kingdom balance. 
We have reclassified them as transfers. 
* Miscellaneous services 
For Greece, Portugal, Ireland and Denmark, there are 
few, if any, details of other services, and we therefore 
made a standard-rate distribution based on the average 
structure obtained with the corroded data of the other 
countries. 
* Other goods and services not allocated 
For 1979 to 1987, this item comprised only the adjus-
tment item of the French balance (called "Autres biens et 
services"). It is in fact a reconciliation item between 
external trade statistics and settlement statistics. Accor-
ding to the Banque de France, it would comprise roughly 
60% services and 40% merchandise. We did not wish to 
distribute it under the various other headings given its 
importance in terms of flow, and, especially, in terms of 
balance. 
For 1988, we also added to this item the financial and 
other services line in the United Kingdom balance known 
as the "National Accounts Statistical Adjustment". 
- Investment Income 
According to the IMF manual, investment income should 
cover reinvested earnings. Only Germany, the United 
Kingdom and Denmark include these profits in the ac-
counts. In order to make the statistics of these three 
countries consistent with those of other countries, we 
have excluded reinvested earnings from investment in-
come. 
For Greece, we base this item on partner country data. 
- Labour Income 
Two further corrections were made in addition to the 
reclassifications mentioned above. 
The BLEU includes pensions under labour income, and 
we reclassified these as transfers; 
- Labour income is included under "Miscellaneous ser-
vices" in the United Kingdom. We estimated labour in-
come from partner country data and then deducted this 
from services. 
- Government transactions 
Trade with the Community institutions was taken to be 
zero. 
• Unrequited transfers 
Various additions or subtradions resulting from the cor-
rections mentioned above. 
- The balance of the Community institutions 
The balance of the Community Institutions is drawn up 
by Eurostat. To date this balance has not been published, 
since it is undergoing a trial period carried out in coope-
ration with the Member States. Nonetheless, this docu-
ment includes the balance of Community Institutions 
used to calculate the EUR12 aggregate. These data must 
be considered as provisional estimates. 
- The data of the United States and Japan. 
We have carried out no methodological corrections on 
the payments balances of the United States and of 
Japan. We have simply tried to align their nomenclatures 
with ours. Missing data have not been estimated. Consis-
tency is satisfactory on the main headings of the current 
balance and on the transport, tourism and "other ser-
vices" headings. On the other hand there is not sufficient 
detail in the sub-headings. 
It should also be pointed out that since 1979, the data of 
the services balance of the United States have been 
subjed to extensive changes. Consequently there are 
very significant breaks in series which make the analysis 
over time very difficult. 
Since 1983, part of Canadian and Mexican passenger 
transport has been moved from tourism item to transpor-
tation item. 
Since 1984, the results of a new survey on tourism have 
been introduced. 
Since 1986, the results of a new survey on "private 
non-affilliated other services" have been introduced. As 
a result, services credits are ECU 10 000 million higher 
and debits 3 000 million higher. These data do not arise 
from a reclassification of other items but are completely 
new. 
In view of the magnitude of these changes only 1986 to 






THE SIGNIFICANCE OF INTRA-COMMUNITY FLOWS 
In a study of total trade by EC countries, services trade 
flows are found to be divided almost equally between 
intra-Community flows and extra-Community flows. How-
ever, the flows are slightly smaller within the Community, 
representing, over the period 1986-1988, only 46% of 
total exports and 48% of total imports. The configuration 
is reversed for goods, with goods trade flows more signi-
ficant within the Community: 58% of total exports and 
59% of total imports. During the past ten years, both in 
the case of services and goods, there has been a very 
rapid increase in intra-Community trade and consequent-
ly the breakdown of EC countries' international trade has 
developed in favour of intra-Community trade. This trend 
is particularly evident since 1985. In the case of services, 
this development is linked to the movements of exchange 
rates mentioned earlier, to the geographical reorientation 
of trade, but also to the gradual liberalization of Member 
States' internal markets. 
It is not easy to interpret these differences. Apart from 
different price and volume structures, it is likely that the 
nature of the services is not entirely identical on the 
Community market and on the external market. 
In the transport or communications' field distance is 
diredly related to the value of the service. Thus, for 
instance, intra EC freight transport flows represent only 
38% of the total, whereas "other transport" flows are 
divided equally between intra and extra-EUR12. 
In the case of tourism, the quality factor undoubtedly 
comes into play. It is probably true to say that the further 
the distance tourists travel, the more likely that they will 
choose high quality accommodation. Few Americans, for 
example, camp when they spend their holidays in Europe 
and conversely. 
This breakdown of trade in total services conceals a 
striking difference between tourist trade on the one hand 
and transport and "other services" on the other. 
Tourist flows are greater within the Community (55% of 
intra credit flows and 58% of intra debit flows). I n the case 
of transport on the other hand, intra flows represent only 
42% of imports and of exports. In the case of "other 
services", intra flows represent 40% of exports and 45% 
of imports, having developed relatively quickly since the 
beginning of the decade when they were 35% and 40% 
respectively. 
In the area of "other services", there have been many 
developments in international markets (cf. Chapters 2 
and 3). At the beginning of the decade, the major portion 
of trade in services was directed at the developing coun-
tries: mainly construction and engineering. To a large 
extent in the case of the latter this continues to apply, but 
other services, such as insurance and banking, directed 
at all markets have appeared in large numbers, thus 
explaining the rather rapid development of intra-Com-
munity flows in these areas. 
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-"Balance of Payments Manual" - fourth Edition International Monetary Fund -1977 
-"Report on the World Current Account Discrepancy" I.M.F. - Sept. 1987 
-'The Balance of Payments Statistics of the Federal Republic of Germany" (methodology) - EUROSTAT 
-1983 
-"Cahiers Economiques et Monétaires No 14 - Les termes de paiements dans la balance des paiements 
française" - Banque de France -1989 
-"Balance of Payments Methodology of France" - EUROSTAT -1984 
-"Methodology of the Balance of Payments of the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union" - EUROSTAT -
1984 
-"Methodology of the Balance of Payments of the Netherlands" - EUROSTAT -1988 
-"Balance of Payments Methodology of the United Kingdom" - EUROSTAT -1983 
-"Balance of Payments Methodology of Denmark" - EUROSTAT -1985 
-"Balance of Payments Methodology of Greece" - EUROSTAT -1986 
2. Statistical bulletins 
-"External Trade" - EUROSTAT (monthly bulletin which contains each quarter Balance of Payments 
statistics) (*) 
-"Balance of payments statistics" - Year-book - F.M.I (*) 
-"Zahlungsbilanzstatistik" - Deutsche Bundesbank (*) 
-"La balance des paiements de la France" - Rapport annuel et annexes - Banque de France (*) 
-"Bollettino statistico" - Banca d'Italia (*) 
-"Movimento valutario" - Ufficio Italiano dei Cambi (*) 
-"Bulletin de la Banque Nationale de Belgique" - B.N.B (*) 
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-"De Nederlandsche Bank - Yaarverslag" - De Nederlandsche Bank (*) 
-"United Kingdom Balance of payments - The CSO Pink Book" - Central Statistical Office (*) 
-"Balanza de pagos de España" - Ministerio de Economia y Hacienda (*) 
-"Report of the Board of Directors" - Banco de Portugal (*) 
-"Monthly statistical Bulletin" - Bank of Greece (*) 
-"Balance of payments monthly - Foreign Department" - The Bank of Japan (*) 
-"Survey of current Business" - United States Department of Commerce (*) 
3. Books on services in general 
-"International Trade in Services in the European Community from 1979 to 1988" - EUROSTAT - Rapid 
Reports 1990-
-"Intemational Trade in Services in the European Community" - EUR12 from 1979 to 1986 - EUROSTAT 
-1989 
-"The European Community's External Trade in Services" - EUROSTAT - Dec. 1986 Rapid reports 
-"Balance of Payments - International Trade in Services" - Rapid reports - EUROSTAT - July 1988 
-"OECD countries' International trade in services" - O.E.C.D. -1990 
-"International Trade" 89-90 Editions - GATT (*) 
-"Panorama of EC industry" - 89 and 90 Editions, Commission of the European Communities 
-"Some statistics on services" - EUROSTAT, 1990 
4. Transport 
-"Transports and communications"- annual statistics 1970-87 - EUROSTAT, 1990 
-"Maritime Transport" - OCDE 1988 
-"Review of maritime transport" - UNCTAD 1989 
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5. Tourism 
-"International Trade in Services - Analysis of available data on Tourism" - EUROSTAT - 1986 
-"Tourism in Europe" - Trends 1989 - EUROSTAT 1990 
-"Tourism 1987" - Annual statistics - EUROSTAT 1990 
-"Yearbook of tourism statistics" - World Tourism organization - (*) 
-"Tourism outlines by countries - World Tourism organization - (*) 
-"Tourism Policy and international tourism in OECD Member countries" - OECD 1990 
-"National and International tourism statistics 1974-1985" - OECD 1989 
6. Other services 
-"Deutsche Bundesbank monthly reports" 5/90 
-"60th annual report" - B.I.S -1990 
-"Engineering News Record" (*) 
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NET EUR12 WITH WORLD 
(million ECU) 
M E R C H A N D I S E 
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6 6 0 7 
- 1 1 0 1 9 
2 2 7 7 8 
1 9 8 6 
4 0 0 3 7 
2 3 0 1 6 


















4 2 9 9 
- 1 1 0 0 7 
- 1 9 
6841 
- 1 4 0 1 9 
4 4 8 4 8 
1987 
2 5 2 5 2 
17041 


















4 1 9 9 
- 1 0 7 7 5 
- 9 5 
7 0 4 0 
- 1 2 7 6 0 
2 5 7 0 4 
1 9 8 8 
1 6 3 4 7 
1 0 2 6 4 






2 0 5 2 


















CREDIT EURI 2 WITH EURI 2 
(million ECU) 
M E R C H A N D I S E 
S E R V I C E S 
Transport 
Sea freight 
Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other sen/ices other 
Other not allocated 
1 9 7 9 
2 3 1 6 8 6 
5 0 9 4 8 






1 5 8 0 4 











3 2 5 8 
1980 
2 5 9 5 8 3 



















3 7 6 1 
1 9 8 1 
2 8 4 8 9 8 
6 6 8 1 5 






1 9 2 4 3 














7 0 8 4 4 






2 1 5 1 6 





















2 3 3 8 9 











2 8 5 9 
1 9 8 4 
3 9 7 2 2 3 
8 2 7 7 4 






2 6 4 1 3 











3 1 5 0 
1985 
4 3 6 6 8 6 
8 9 9 0 7 






2 8 1 5 9 











3 5 9 3 
1986 
4 3 4 2 6 8 
90552 






2 9 9 4 6 













4 6 0 3 4 9 
9 7 3 9 6 






3 3 3 3 4 











3 6 8 0 
1 9 8 8 
5 1 4 8 4 5 
1 0 3 5 5 8 



















I N V E S T M E N T I N C O M E 
L A B O U R I N C O M E 
G O V E R N . T R A N S A C T . 
U N R E Q . T R A N S F E R S 
C U R R E N T A C C O U N T 
2 1 2 0 3 
2 6 1 2 
1797 
3 4 5 1 6 
3 4 2 7 6 3 
31261 
2 9 0 8 
1911 
3 7 2 2 8 
3 9 1 6 0 4 




4 4 8 9 4 6 
5 6 4 4 0 
3618 
2 2 5 2 
47033 
4 9 8 0 7 3 
4 9 9 0 5 
3692 
2 4 4 5 
5 2 7 1 0 
5 2 9 2 0 1 
5 5 5 7 5 
3 9 1 3 
2461 
5 8 7 2 5 
6 0 0 6 7 1 
6 0 5 5 8 
4 3 1 0 
2 4 4 7 
6 2 1 1 1 
6 5 6 0 1 8 
5 6 2 0 6 
4667 
2 6 8 3 
7 0 7 4 9 
6 5 9 1 2 5 
5 6 2 6 5 
4 3 2 9 
2 5 8 5 
76141 
6 9 7 0 6 5 
6 5 5 8 2 
4790 
2 8 0 4 
9 0 4 5 4 
7 8 2 0 3 4 
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DEBITS EURI 2 WITH EURI2 
(million ECU) 
1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 
MERCHANDISE 
SERVICES 
229342 256646 279589 313008 338048 385230 426073 423403 450366 500556 
47310 55147 62045 66186 68600 75908 81844 85924 91915 103020 
Transport 
Sea freight 
Sea passenger services 
Air freight 









































































Income from patents 





















































































































1424 1955 2455 894 1065 1018 1365 1392 1414 1259 
20216 31578 50429 58068 50953 60378 65569 62583 63452 74853 
2601 3067 3316 3778 4027 4192 4689 5062 5278 5842 
2325 2744 3039 3258 3189 3125 3304 3336 3596 4047 
34908 37617 41224 46240 52388 58136 61219 70887 75639 89125 
336701 386800 439642 490538 517205 586968 642698 651195 690245 777442 
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NET EUR12 WITH EUR12 
(million ECU) 





Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 













8936 11993 10613 10865 9983 14289 
4864 6866 8063 4628 5481 
-265 186 619 1614 2499 2135 796 232 
538 








































































1 8 3 4 
9 8 7 
1 1 
- 5 2 8 
- 3 9 2 
6 0 6 2 











1 8 0 6 
- 3 1 7 
- 1 5 9 
- 8 3 3 
- 3 8 9 
4 8 0 4 











1 7 1 8 
- 4 4 9 
- 2 4 7 
- 8 4 8 
7 6 8 
9 3 0 4 











1 7 4 0 
- 1 6 2 8 
- 1 6 0 
- 1 0 0 6 
7 9 3 
7 5 3 5 











1 7 9 4 
- 1 0 4 8 
- 3 3 5 
- 7 4 4 
3 2 2 
1 1 9 9 6 











2 1 3 2 
- 4 8 0 3 
- 2 7 9 
- 6 6 4 
5 8 9 
1 3 7 0 3 











2 2 2 8 
- 5 0 1 1 
- 3 7 9 
- 8 5 7 
8 9 2 
1 3 3 2 0 











2 3 2 0 
- 6 3 7 7 
- 3 9 5 
- 6 5 3 
- 1 3 8 
7 9 3 0 











2 2 6 6 
- 7 1 8 7 
- 9 4 9 
- 1 0 1 1 
5 0 2 
6 8 2 0 











3 0 5 1 
- 9 2 7 1 
- 1 0 5 2 
- 1 2 4 3 
1 3 2 9 
4 5 9 2 
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CREDIT EURI 2 WITH EXTRA-EURI2 
(million ECU) 
M E R C H A N D I S E 
S E R V I C E S 
T r a n s p o r t 
Sea freight 
Sea passenger sen/ices 
Air freight 
Air passenger services 
Other transport 
T r a v e l 









Income f rom patents 
Other serv ices other 
1979 
1 8 4 9 3 6 
6 3 1 8 8 



















2 1 2 2 1 9 
7 2 6 0 5 



















2 6 3 0 7 6 
87823 



















2 8 0 1 3 7 
9 5 6 0 8 



























2 2 0 9 9 












3 4 7 0 1 0 
114370 






2 6 2 3 9 












3 7 4 6 6 4 
1 2 3 7 5 6 








































3 3 3 0 5 8 
112645 



















3 5 6 5 7 4 



















O t h e r not a l loca ted 
I N V E S T M E N T I N C O M E 
L A B O U R I N C O M E 
G O V E R N . T R A N S A C T . 
U N R E Q . T R A N S F E R S 
C U R R E N T A C C O U N T 
2 4 6 3 
3 9 6 8 2 
2 2 4 6 
5 0 0 8 
6 5 0 7 
3 0 1 5 6 7 
3 0 9 7 










4 6 2 0 8 2 
2421 
106113 
2 9 9 7 
7 9 7 4 
9813 
5 0 2 6 4 2 
2571 
9 7 2 5 2 
3 1 0 6 
9212 
10307 
5 1 8 4 9 6 





6 0 2 3 5 2 
3 1 7 2 
1 2 1 7 9 7 
3 7 7 3 
11716 
1 2 7 4 2 
6 4 8 4 4 9 
2 8 1 7 
1 0 1 3 2 8 
3 8 1 2 
11377 
12682 
5 8 1 6 3 4 
2 8 1 2 
9 7 7 6 5 
4 1 4 8 
11946 
12194 






6 2 0 6 6 0 
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DEBIT EURI 2 WITH EXTRA-EURI 2 
(million ECU) 
M E R C H A N D I S E 
S E R V I C E S 
Transport 
Sea freight 
Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 
Other not allocated 
I N V E S T M E N T I N C O M E 
1979 
2 0 1 4 2 2 
5 2 7 7 4 






1 1 2 4 4 











1 1 2 2 
3 7 5 7 1 
1 9 8 0 
2 5 2 2 1 4 
6 2 8 9 4 






1 3 1 9 2 











1 8 3 2 
5 7 1 2 2 
1 9 8 1 
2 8 8 5 6 7 
7 7 7 1 9 






1 5 6 7 2 











2 3 7 4 
9 7 8 2 6 
1982 
3 0 0 8 3 9 
8 3 5 1 6 






1 6 3 0 8 











7 8 3 
1 1 4 4 1 5 
1983 
3 1 0 8 7 4 







1 6 5 5 6 











8 5 0 
104320 
1984 
3 6 0 4 9 7 
9 6 6 7 7 


















8 0 6 
121351 
1985 
3 7 5 8 8 3 
1 0 2 7 0 5 


















1 0 0 6 
1 2 7 9 5 0 
1 9 8 6 
3 0 8 5 3 8 
9 6 3 3 8 






2 0 9 7 6 











8 3 8 
1 0 5 9 5 8 
1987 
3 1 7 7 9 0 
101084 






2 3 3 4 6 











8 7 8 
101354 
1988 
3 5 4 5 1 6 







2 6 0 6 6 











1 0 1 8 
1 1 8 0 6 4 
L A B O U R I N C O M E 
G O V E R N . T R A N 8 A C T . 
U N R E Q . T R A N S F E R S 
C U R R E N T A C C O U N T 
1 8 2 1 
2 6 1 9 
1 5 1 6 5 
3 1 1 3 7 2 
1 9 8 7 
2 9 3 2 
1 7 1 9 9 
3 9 4 3 4 8 
2 3 2 0 
3 3 6 6 
1 8 6 5 0 
4 8 8 4 4 8 
2 6 5 0 
4 2 4 6 
2 0 4 8 5 
5 2 6 1 5 1 
2 7 9 9 
3 9 6 5 
2 1 0 0 4 
5 2 9 8 6 3 
3 1 3 1 
3 9 6 7 
2 3 2 4 1 
6 0 8 8 6 4 
3 5 4 8 
4 2 5 2 
2 4 6 5 3 
6 3 8 9 9 0 
3 4 3 7 
3 8 8 2 
2 6 5 6 3 
5 4 4 7 1 6 
3 2 9 4 
3 8 9 5 
2 5 4 5 5 
5 5 2 8 7 2 
3 7 6 8 
4 4 5 1 
2 8 6 4 7 
6 1 7 2 8 2 
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Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 












































































































































































































2 0 7 8 3 







































5 8 0 1 2 



























1 0 9 
12031 
NA 
4 3 5 2 7 8 
1 ) Including sea transport 
2) Net 
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UNITED STATES : DEBIT WITH WORLD 
(million ECU) 
1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 
MERCHANDISE 
SERVICES 
154678 179375 237416 252770 302060 421182 443045 374351 355123 377567 
19467 20750 28400 33099 39605| 61224 68502| 64162 62093 65884 
Transport 
Sea freight 
Sea passenger services 
Air freight 









































































Income from patents 
Other services other 






































































7 3 8 
14208 








































































































1 ) Including sea transport 
2) Net 
133 






Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 




















































































































































































































































































1) Including sea transport 
2) Net 
134 






Sea passenger services 
Air freight 






































































































Income from patents 
Other services other 







404 463 658 770 927 1229 1490 1487 1817 2447 
4533 








2 3 4 
2332 
4787 








2 5 4 
2858 
6729 








4 3 2 
4239 
7848 









































9 4 7 
6973 
9846 








9 2 1 
6369 
11782 





















NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
6541 7983 14117 18699 17525 23779 28970 29554 42678 63288 
NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
900 1059 1763 2387 2527 3118 3495 3053 2363 2344 
266 278 395 475 539 716 556 426 549 928 
92798 113926 169955 182924 206168 267350 288236 263887 264222 315114 
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Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 
















8 9 4 
2295 
N A 























5 4 2 
2978 
N A 























6 4 7 
4841 
N A 























5 9 9 
5094 
N A 

















































8 3 9 
5956 
N A 























7 1 0 
6023 
N A 























8 6 0 
4939 
N A 


































































99185 121644 165683 175932 182804 223001 223802 176662 188811 247772 
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JAPAN : NET WITH WORLD 
(million ECU) 





Sea passenger services 
Air freight 
Air passenger services 
Other transport 
Travel 
1346 1526 17884 18453 35333 56074 73367 94320 83533 80350 

































































Income from patents 
Other services other 



















































































































































































Credit with world (million ECU) 
1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 




Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 














































































































































































































7772 9255 12091 14226 14973 17211 18306 20137 22957 26633 
511 515 585 752 813 818 894 879 972 1075 
4502 5160 5548 6974 7962 9079 10155 10059 10194 9788 
4715 4832 4795 5309 6694 7253 7451 8537 8272 9906 
154669 172230 197236 224651 238835 270442 297928 307841 316156 341807 





Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 




























































































































































































































































































Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 











































































































































































































































































CURRENT ACCOUNT -3642 -10609 -3921 5391 5762 10926 20140 37983 39046 40855 
Credit with EUR12 (million ECU) 
1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 




Sea passenger services 
Airfreight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 















































































































































































































































75186 82435 90534 103678 110862 123700 136183 147400 157225 174873 
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GERMANY 





Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other sen/ices other 





















































































































































































































































































Net with EUR12 (million ECU) 





Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 
































































































■7585 -7694 -7823 -8946 































































































































-3837 -4901 -5687 -1529 -2882 -2462 -681 10953 16034 21924 
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Sea passenger sen/ices 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 











Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 





























































































































































































































































































Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 






















































































































































































































































































Debit with world (million ECU) 
1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 




Sea passenger services 
Airfreight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 







































































































































































































































































Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 





















































































































































































































































































Credit with EUR12 (million ECU) 
1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 




Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 























































































































































































































































56186 63320 71252 73151 77575 87868 97402 100229 106265 120187 
FRANCE 





Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other sen/ices other 











Sea passenger services 
Airfreight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Sea passenger sen/ices 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 






















































































































































































































































































Debit with extra EUR12 (million ECU) 
1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 




Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other sen/ices other 















































































































































































































5371 7983 14973 17183 15789 18643 20072 14899 13832 14495 
707 786 996 1176 1217 1498 1714 1579 1434 1656 
446 494 638 614 693 809 742 759 742 791 
2224 2352 2712 3231 3217 2908 3508 3413 3373 4470 
49115 65152 84113 88199 85458 95742 100963 84817 84826 92954 
FRANCE 
Net with extra EUR12 (million ECU) 





Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 




























































































































































































































































3788 -895 448 -531 5023 9235 10069 12453 5894 7551 
147 
ITALY 





Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 



















































































































































































































































































Debit with world (million ECU) 
1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 




Sea passenger services 
Airfreight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 















































































































































































































































67952 86219 101691 111238 114451 136845 147386 134862 143268 157031 
ITALY 





Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 











Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other sen/ices other 



























































































































































































































































































Sea passenger services 
Airfreight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 


















































































































































































































































































Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 











Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 




























































































































































































































































































Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 





















































































































































































































































































Debit with world (million ECU) 
1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 




Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 






















































































































































































































11375 9944 11279 
435 443 442 
406 450 537 
3751 3638 4133 
11374 10991 11592 13004 
484 503 459 511 
511 503 437 479 
4325 5075 5756 6343 
62716 73195 81210 88214 91583 103069 111063 103302 107521 116374 
153 





Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 











Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 











Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 


























































































































































































































































































Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 



























































































































































































































































































Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 





























































































































































































































































































Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 


























































































































































































































































































Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 




























































































































































































































































































Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 











Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 



























































































































































































































































































Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 




























































































































































































































































































Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 











Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Sea passenger sen/ices 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 



























































































































































































































































































Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 





















































































































































































































































































Debit with world (million ECU) 
1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 




Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 














































































































































































































21540 36185 62801 
NA NA NA 
1660 1947 2285 





76057 77779 61313 57247 
NA NA NA NA 
2802 3022 2840 3004 
9747 11296 8953 10371 













Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other sen/ices other 






















































































































































































































































































Credit with EUR12 (million ECU) 





Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 



















































































































































































































































43545 56526 71020 79337 81608 93316 103542 85814 87170 97724 
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UNITED KINGDOM 





Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 











Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 


























































































































































































































































































Sea passenger sen/ices 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 




























































































































































































































































































Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other services other 





























































































































































































































































































Sea passenger services 
Air freight 












Income from patents 
Other sen/ices other 
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THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY'S INTERNATIONAL TRADE IN 
SERVICES FROM 1979 TO 1988 
A leading role on the world market, but declining slightly 
since 1985 
International trade in services is shown in the current balance of payments statistics and forms part of what are 
commonly called "invisibles". Eurostat has calculated trade in services between the European Community and the 
rest of the world for the period 1979-1988. 
During this period the Community was the world's main exporter and importer of services. In 1988, exports of 
sen/ices reached 118 000 million ECU and imports 108 000 million ECU. Within the Community, trade was on the 
same scale. For the United States the figures were 76 000 million and 66 000 million ECU respectively, and for 
Japan 29 000 million and 58 000 million ECU. 
Graph 1 : Flows of services, annual yearly averages in thousand million ECU 
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"Other services" in first place, followed 
by "transport" and "tourism". 
The composition of Community trade is substantially the 
same for imports and exports. It remained relatively 
stable throughout the period: 
- transport (transport of goods and passengers, port 
services and the chartering of transport with crew) ac­
counts for approximately 35% of trade; 
- tourism (also called "travel", which covers the expen­
diture of persons on a foreign territory) accounts for 
approximately 25% of trade; 
- "other services" (a fairly mixed group which includes 
insurance, professional services, banking, construction, 
revenue from patents and royalties for the use of films 
and broadcasts, etc.) accounts for the largest share of 
Community trade at approximately 40%. 
The composition of trade in America and Japan is 
somewhat different from that for the Community, al­
though there is a tendency for them to converge. 
In 1988 American exports were fairly similar to Commu­
nity exports, but the "other sen/ices" component of 
imports was smaller (23%) and tourist expenditure was 
greater (41%). 
Tourism revenue formed a very small proportion of 
Japanese exports (8%), while "other services" were a 
major component (46%) of imports. 
The Community well in surplus 
Between 1979 and 1988 the Community had a conti­
nuous surplus in its balance of trade in services, in 
excess of 10 000 million ECU. In the United States the 
balance of payments, while usually in surplus, has never 
exceeded that of the Community. Japan has a large 
deficit. 
Apart from its favourable geographical position, the 
Community has some structural advantages which ex­
plain its good results, viz.: 
- the quality and attractiveness of its tourism structures; 
- the possession of specific know-how in various fields, 
such as banking, insurance, engineering, oil-prospec­
ting, public works, aviation, and nuclear engineering; 
- the large number of transport facilities; 
- special relationships with Africa and the Middle East. 
1979-1988: tourism affected by 
changes in exchange rates... 
Since 1979 the Community has lost a little ground 
compared with its two trading partners. The increase in 
its trade flows was less dynamic +7.2% per annum for 
exports and +8.3% for imports, compared with 9.7% and 
10.8% per annum for the United States and 11% and 
12.3% per annum for Japan respectively. 
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Behind this overall growth lie two distinct phases. In the 
period 1979-1985 the Community's balance improved 
from 14 000 million ECU to a record 29 000 mil-
lion ECU. Subsequently it fell by two-thirds, down to 
10 000 million ECU in 1988, the lowest for the ten-year 
period. As in the case of goods, these phases were 
marked by economic developments in the three areas 
and fluctuations in exchange rates. However, tourism 
appears to be the most sensitive, because a major factor 
is the variation in purchasing power abroad of the in-
come of households. 
Between 1982 and 1985 the Community balance for 
tourism rose from 3 000 million ECU to 12 000 mil-
lion ECU. It benefited from gains in competitiveness 
following the rise in the dollar and, since 1984, from a 
difference in growth rate from the United States, where 
the upturn in the economy boosted imports. Between 
1986 and 1988 exchange rates underwent a further 
adjustment. The Community's balance on tourism fell to 
2 000 million ECU in 1988. 
... transport under pressure of competi-
tion approaches equilibrium 
Another feature of the Community's balance of trade in 
services was a downward trend in the transport balance, 
which fell from 3 000 million ECU in 1979 to 700 mil-
lion ECU in 1988. This sector was affected by the in-
crease in international competition. In the freight sector, 
increasing use was made of flags of convenience (in 
1988 the Community had no more than 15% of the 
registered world shipping, compared with 30% in 1980). 
Deregulation in air transport opened up air routes to 
more companies. 
Graph 3: The balance of main types of services, in 
thousand million ECU 
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Drastic reduction in the balance of "other services" in 1988 
Between 1979 and 1986 trade in "other services" was 
the Community's strong point. From the high level of 
6 500 million ECU in 1979 this figure grew steadily to 
10 000 million ECU in 1986. However, since 1987 it has 
been falling rapidly, and plummeted to 1 500 mil­
lion ECU in 1988. 
This figure, which is still provisional, should be interpre­
ted with caution, since much of the fall in the surplus is 
due to "insurance" and "trer­i earnings", which both 
have unstable balances. N. árthless, it highlights the 
Community's poor perforn ce in some sen/ices which 
hitherto have been well into surplus, such as 
construc­
truction and business services (technical assistance, 
engineering, software design, computer maintenance, 
legal and accountancy services). The reduced purcha­
sing power of the African and Middle East countries has 
had a drastic effect on these services. In addition, the 
balance for patent services, which has a structural defi­
cit, has worsened to over 1 000 million ECU since 1986. 
"Banking" is the only area which is going in the right 
direction. It has been well into surplus since 1983, and 
achieved a surplus of 2 500 million ECU in 1988. 
Graph 4: Community balance of "other services", in thousand million ECU 
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Most Member States are net exporters of services 
Most EEC Member States' balances offrade in services 
with extra­EUR12 showed surpluses or were around 
zero. The Netherlands and particularly the Federal Re­
public of Germany showed deficits. 
In 1988, four Member States showed significant sur­
pluses: France (7 000 million ECU), the United King­
dom (5 700 million ECU), Spain (3 800 million ECU), 
and Denmark (1 800 million ECU). Greece, Portugal, 
the BLEU and Italy had surpluses of less than 1 000 mil­
lion ECU. Ireland's balance was just in the red. 
Denmark and Greece are in surplus mainly on transport, 
Spain, Portugal and Italy on tourism, and the BLEU on 
"other services". France's surplus is difficult to analyse 
because of the balance of the heading entitled 
"other 
goods and services not broken down", the services 
content of which is not really known. In1988, this hea­
ding accounted for more than a third of France's surplus. 
Tourism was the second source of income. The United 
Kingdom owes the the bulk of its balance to other 
services, while the surplus in the balance of tourism is 
offset by a deficit in the transport balance. 
The German deficit is particularly acute, and in 1988 
reached 9 000 million ECU. It has worsened consistent­
ly since 1979. Tourism is responsible for two thirds of 
the deficit, and "other services" for the remaining third. 
The Netherlands' deficit reached around 1 000 mil­
lion ECU in 1988 and is tending to worsen. It is due 
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